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IN~ODUGTION
Rationale.—The secondary school population is now a cross section ~‘f
the general population showing the extent to which the United States ha~
achieved her goals in providing secondary education for all youth.
Tremendous expansion in enrollments in elementary schools during tht~ i~
fifty years was followed by even more spectacular increases in high sch.cc~J~
enrollments; these expansions were followed by stupendous increases in cc~lle~.
and institutions of higher education.1
The secondary school has progressed from an institution conceived of as
a selective preparatory school to an institution which should servo every ci ~t~Y ~
according to his needs and capacities. This change in concept of the high ~
resulted in many persons viewing it as a terminal rather than a preparatr~ry
school. The functions of the secondary school have broadened, and the period
secondary education has been lengthened so that it now functions both a~ a
terminal and preparatory school.
There is not a uniform number of social classes in American communities.
The number and the complexity of social strata vary according to the age and
economic complexity of the community, and according to the rural, urban, snö.
ethnic composition of the population. The three major social classes are
ranked upon the basis of their prestige—value in the thinking of the ~nhehita~~
of the c~nmunities; they may be termed upper, middle, and lower classes. With
in each of these major social classes and cultures, there are also an upper ~
~ --- -- ~___~ ---j
‘Newton Edwards and Herman G. Richey, The School in the Mierican Soq~.
prder (Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company,
1
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a lower status. Thus, there exists a middle class, differenti.~t~ into ~
upper—middle and a lower—middle 01555,1
Accompanying the expansion in numbers has been a corresponding broani~
of the range of student abilities, needs and interests. The population of th:
typical secondary school is so diverse that boys and girls from all levels ir~.
the social economic scale are represented. There are pupils of several r~—
ligious faiths, economic status, and social background. As secondary ef3~.cati~
expands, more pupils of inferior intelligence are enrolled with a resuJ ti ng
shift in the general academic ability of the school population. Youth are ncw
entering the secondary schools with the most diverse social and cultural baek~
grounds, with mental capacities ranging from the lowest to the highest, ~nd
with social and vocational destinations of the most varied kind.2
The task of the secondary school is to find out and to classify the needs
and interests of its pupils, then organize its program in such a way that thea~
interests and needs are met.
It is the opinion of the writer that the school must provide for tha
pupils a curriculum that will make some provision for the cultivation of voca~
tional and professional efficiency.
The expansion of the educational enterprise in the United States to meet
the demands of a rapidly developing industrial society has been remarkable.
It is safe to say that no other nation has accomplished as much, but many
elements in the population have not shared equally in the educational advance)
1Allison Davis, Social Class Influences Upon Learning (Cambridge: Harvard
University Press, 1950), p. 6.




One of the significant changes in our society during the pest fifty ye~.
has been the growing sense of social responsibility for children and youth
This increased interest to the demands of childhood has been shown in the
enactment of child labor legislation, in compulsory school attendance iaws~
and in a changing attitude toward childhood and youth as a period of gro~:th
and development.
One of the most widely discussed parts of the activities program in the
secondary school is the interscholastic competitive athletics, Much amp).. sic
has been placed in recent years on the carry~over values of school sporte and
physical activities. Team games have been criticized because students do not
usually continue in school after the season for the sport is completed.
The school should provide team games for high school pupils on a reaso.neble:
basis of healthful participation. The school should seek to provide programs
for all its pupils.
It is a well known fact that secondary school pupils are not always sure
about the occupation which they want to enter. Many pupils have not thought
seriously about what they want to do, even though they do not plan to attend
college after they finish secondary school. There is another group who ere
undecided about what they want to do, even though they will not remain to
graduate.
To be fully effective, the school must have a trememdous range and flexi~
bility of resources so that the educational program can be more nearly indIvidu~
alized in terms of the experiences and backgrounds of all of the pupils.
Out of physical education has grown the best known phase of the entire
school athletic program. It is said that athletics develop the school spirit
and help advertise the school, The educational values of athletics include
emphasis upon social qualities and traits such as good sportsmanship~, paticw~
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cooperation~ fair play, self—control, and leadership.
The worthy use of leisure time is one of the seven cardinal pr~~i~) e~
of education, HealtI’fnl living has a peculiar relationship to leisure tii~,
particularly to recreation. Health gives more zest to play and healthful
active play increases one’s health.
The writer feels that through physical education and guidance the hletc~
will remain in school until graduation, and possibly go on to college~
Industry and business are demanding a high school diploma of app1ic~.nte
for jobs. Therefore, the school must do all in its power to develop the
interests, attitudes, and abilities of its pupils. For in the participation ~
games of physical activity there is enjoyment and carry—over value for leter
life.
The athletic program as conceived in ~merican schools has contributed tc~
the well being of our nation and is an effective instrument for teaching ~en~r
of the values deemed important to our life and culture. The school ideally
conceived as an institution should help prepare the pupils for a life work
upon their leaving or graduating from it.
A well known leader in the field of physical education, Jesse Feirircr
Williams, evaluates athletics in the words, “Of all the activities of the
school curriculum, none is as rich with educational outcomes as the play,
games, sports, and athletics of physical education.”1
The educational values of athletics include emphasis upon social quslitie~c
and traits, with carry—over to out of school pupils. The leisure of une~pry~
pupils is fast becoming a complicated question.
C, McKnown E~a~icu~r Activities (New York The Macmiflan
Company, 1952), p. 274.
~4~1 I~LI ~~
This ~ ~ ~ ~c.z•~i 1~~-: ~‘ ~ ~
~o~i members of the basketball squad in a ~oew ~‘r~00J s~t~t~on. T~j oro~
2lan individual programs of study to prepare them for vocational effi c’~ e~
~nd competent citizenship.
In our high school, many of the athletes play out their years of eligi~
bility end then drop out, As a teacher over a period of ten years I have’
watched these pupils become problem members of society. Hanging around on
corners, engaged in some unlawful practices, these pupi]-s have found it diff~-
cult to arrive at satisfactory occupational adjustment.
The high school in order to prepare youth for entrance into vocational
life should provide adequate guidance services.
St1e!~q~~e problem.——This study sought to use the case study in ~.r
effort to understand the adjustments of the individual members of the baskat~
bail squad in a selected high school.
Purposes of the study.— The purposes of this study were:
1. To analyze the case studies to determine the desirable or undesir~hTh
changes that occured while participating on the basketball squad.
2. To organize the data on each pupil in such a way that it may he ~
ful in planning a program of study that may be more in keeping With his inte~
ests and needs.
3. To formulate recommendations that may be useful in working with punil~
similar to the ones used as subjects in this study.
Period of the study.— This study was carried out during the second sem~
of the school year, 1956—57.
Locale of the study.— The study was conducted in a selected high scho~
located in southeastern United States.
Method of resear~h.— The case study method of research was used in th~
study employing the following techniques: Personal data sheet, official r~cho~l
~th~J ~ ~1 ~ [I
~‘ecords~ interviews, behavior descriotions ~y teachers, test scores, autobi~
ographies, and report cards.
Descr4ption of subjects.— The subjects who were involved in +.his study
are nupils enrolled in a selected high school. The subjects are the male
members of a racial group called Negroes, Only the members of the basketball
team were included in the study.
Procedure.—The following steps were used in conducting this study:
1, A survey of the literature related to this research was made, sum~~~a~
rized, and presented in the thesis under the proper caption.
2, The Breinard Occupational Preference Inventory was given to all
~ubj acts.
3, The data were assembled into tables and figures for analysis and in~
terpretation for research implications.
4, The official school records were used to secure information about
each subject.
5. A personal data sheet was used to gather data on each subject.
6. Teachers, coaches, and parents were interviewed for behavior descrip~
tions, family history and home conditions,
7, The data from school records, personal data sheets, and interviews
were assembled in appropriate tables which constitute the basis for analysis
and interpretation of these data,
8. The findings, conclusions, implications, and recommendations derived
from the interpretation of the data were incorporated in the finished thesi~
copy,
Description of instrument.— The Brainard Occupational Preference Invento.’y
Form R’ was used in this study to deterimine the vocational preference of the
basketball players for the following reasons ~ first, it permits a systematic
~/~tudy of a person~s interests; secondly, it is e standardized queeti~u~~
designed to bring to the fore the facts about a person with re~o~ to h~
occupational interests so that he and his actvisers can more inteU~gentl~
objectively discuss his occupational and educational plans,
The Brainard Occupational Preference Inventory yields scores in si~
broad occupational fields for each sex, Both boys and girls obtain s~or~
the fields identified as commercial, mechanical, professional,esthetii~ an~
scientific.
A check on career choice is very desirable before setting vocation~1 ~
Pupils sometimes select their careers on a superficial basis as, beceuse ~
friend chose that career. The counselor needs to be aware of many other
variables and to warn the pupil about the necessity for other data about h
self and his proposed choices, Other personal factors which must be cons~~
are general ability, special abilities, physique, sex, age, and special
training, in addition to a general appraisal of the economic significance ‘~•
limitations of the proposed occupation.
Related literature.—— The related literature important to this study ~
been brought to place points of view from various authorities who have he~
interested in the problems closely related to the one studied here, These
points of view have served as guides in the development and identific~tiou ~
(a) case studies, (b) social needs of adolescents, (c) adolescent interest~
Cd) designing the guidance program, and (e) role of athletics in the second~’v
school.
The case study.—’- Since the case study gives attention to the individu~1
Jones employs the definition which follows:
The case study is a procedure that concerns itself with all the
pertinent aspects of a single unit, an individual, an institut±tn,
a family, a community. All the factors and the combination
S
of factors involved in a given behavior are examined to determine
the existing status and to identify the causal factors operating~
In a program of mass education, the secondary school has the pro~
solving the cases of individual pupils who have become problems,
Through the case study, needs for guidance are revealed. Streng2 •e~niw.
that the case study is a more comprehensive, unified study of a person. Tt~
aim is to provide a background for understanding why he behaves as he doer.
The case study as its name implies includes interpretation and int~.~
tion of the case history data and recommendations based on the study. Furthe~
exploration of the technique of preparing records can be found in Lee ew~ L~.
One of the basic statements is that the case study provides one of the ~
comrehensive ways of studying individuals. Case studies are merely a ~
of describing, organizing, and interpreting the data which is available ~r
individual children.
There are many points of view and methods of various types, but the nla~
of the case study has justified itself in the educational program. Rothney
makes this observation: “In most courses, classes, committees, and study
groups, the time comes when theory needs to be focused by getting down to
cases,”4
1.Arthur J. Jones, Principles of Guidance (New York:” McGraw~Nill Book
Company, 1945), p. 204.
Strang, The Role of the Teacher in Personnel Work (New York:
Thireau of Publications, Columbia University, 1953), p. 410.
.3J. Murray Lee and Dorris May Lee, The Child and His Curriculum (New
York: Appleton—Century-Crofts, Inc., 1950), p. 665.
4
John W. Rothney, The High School Student: A Book of Cases (New York:
The Dryden Press, 1953), p. 7.
Good, Barr, and Scales agree with Rothney by making this statement;
The public school, faced with the problem of mass education
has only gradually come to recognize the necessity for case studies
for individual pupils. The needs of the obviously exceptional
child, the blind, the deaf, and the seriously mentally defective,
have been recognized as well as those of the truant, Until recently
and even now a majority of school districts no longer limit its
consideration to maladjustments but to the other so called “normal”
that have been assumed to be homogeneous, yet the recognition of
useful case study technique in avoiding economic waste in reducing
retardation and maladjustment in school progress, and preventing
miscarrjage. in vocational preparation and guidance is gaining
ground.
With a realization that widespread knowledge is a necessity in the ~va.lii~
ation and planning in the teaching of adolescents, Kettj.ekamp writes:
Schools are giving more and more attention to analyzing pupil
difficulties. They need specific information as to the pupil’s
academic progress and his social adjustment, if they are to offer
him help of a constructive nature, For this reason they are using
devices such as case studies for evaluation purposes.
According to Goetting3 an important feature of the case study is the ~
record or case history. In compiling this record, an attempt is made to obt~L~
an bring together all data that have any bearing upon the nature of the prob~
lam being investigated.
Compiling this record involves the individual’s current school record
and out of school experiences and also his past record. The case study 5~
synthesis and interpretation of information about a person and his relation~
ship to his environment, collected by means of many techniques.4
Speaking on the case study, Cabot and Kahl made this assumption:
‘Carter V. Good, A. S. Barr, Douglas Soates, The Methodology of Educa~’
tionaJ. Research (New York:. D. Appleton—Century—Grofta Co., 1941), p. 566.
2Gilbert C. Kettlekamp, Teaching Adolescents (Boston: D. C. Heath ~
Company, 1954), p. 1,64.
3M. L. Goetting, Teaching in the Secondary School (New York; Prentice~
Hall, Inc., 1949), p. 89,
4Ruth Strang, Counseling Technics in College and Secondar~y~h~l (~e~
York: Harper Brothers, 1949), p. 207.
.~MI1~~j I~gid
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A case must be real in the sense that the reported inter
actions between the people in it have actually occurred. The
description of it should be brief but detailed, presenting ver
batim conversation and sufficient background material tç~ establish
the social contex within which interactions took place.~
Havighurst and Taba regard the case study as, “The study of individua1~
is a must, therefore, it should be combined with some procedure for gener~1i~
zation of the findings and for their application to future situations
The case study is valuable not only to educational circles, but is reco~v~
mended for others as Smith advances this statement:.
The case study is the most concrete method of individual diagnosis;
it is the best method of studying the whole child and of helping
him when he needs help most. Such studies are of great value to
the family physician, the social worker, the juvenile court judge,
and the educator.3
Rogers4 in his examination of counseling arrives at this statement:’
The case study with its wealth of material regarding the
development of the individual and his attitudes, with its compre
hensive picture of his social setting and the cultural forces
which have influenced him, is highly significant for a complete
and satisfactory diagnosis.
For a full understanding of the significant life forces and life psttern~
a complete case study is our best method of approach. It should be underet~o’~
however, that there are always exceptions to any generalized statement, end
that careful consideration should be given to each case in order to deter~nina
whether the emphasis of treatment should be upon counseling or upon some other
1
Hugh Cabot and Joseph A. Kahi, Human Relations. Concepts and Cases in
Concrete Social Science (Cambridge:~ Harvard University Press, 1953), p. 23
2Robert J. Havighurst and Hilda Taba, Adolescent Character and Person
ality (New York: John Wiley and Sons, l949)7p, 115.
3Henry Lester Smith, Educational Research. Principles and Practica~
(Bloomington: Educational Publications, 1944), p. 185.
4Carl R. Rogers, Counse1in~ and Pszychotherapy (New York:’ Houghton
Nifflin Company, 1942), p. 81.
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t~ype of treatment approach.
Social needs of edolescents.~Along with the physical changes t&~dn~
place in the body of the growing pupil their social attitudes change. It
during this period of adjustment and apparent inconsistencies, patterns of
living may become established, coordinating physical, mental, and emotiora]
reactions into a design for living.
Every major statement of aims in secondary education in the last half
century has stressed the need for developing social needs. Among the n~est
famous early statements are the cardinal principles,1 which include “worthy
home membership” among its seven objectives.
With the oncoming of adolescence the pupil becomes aware of social re~
lationships. In conforming with the characteristic of this period the
adolescent has a desire to have the same kind of clothes, to use the aam~
slang expressions, to do the same things in the same way, and to enjoy the
same forms of amusement as his or her friends.
Cole2 summarized the social preoccupations of the adolescent period in
the quotation:
It was clear that the problem of establishing desirable
and happy personal relations is one of the paramount concerns of
youth. They long for understanding friendship. They want to
know how to attract friends of their own age, of their own sex
and of the opposite sex. They are tremendously concerned about
the application of standards of behavior to their social lives.
They want help in cla~ifying confusions which come about inevi
tably because their parents live with a set of ideals and ideas
different from those of their own age groups.
To an adult, the social behavior of adolescent boys and girls when they
are left to themselves often seems silly, awkward, or merely wasteful of
‘Frederick C. C~uber and Thomas Bayard Beatty, Seconda~y~Aci~~—
ties (New York: McGraw—Hill Book Company, 1945), p. 218.
2Luella Cole, Psychology of Adolescence (New York: Rinehart and Gom~
pany, 1948), p. 213.
IkII~ ~tI hIE~Iit~U~~ rnI~In,~
time that ml.ght well be used otherwise.
The adolescent of every era is subject t~ strain and stress, and the
youth. of today is no exception. In making the adjustment to adult roles ths
adolescent may face many problems which tend to destroy his equilibrium and
contribute to the development of tensions, worries, and other manifestations
of dislocation.
Alberty1 discusses a series of trends in the development of the adoles~’
cent which bear on health, security, achievement, interests, and general
outlook on life. These trends bring into focus a number of concerns which ~
crucial and which affect the learner very much.
Educational literature is filled with discussions of youth needs. A





Physiological needs: essential materials and conditions, rhythm
of activity and rest, and sexual activity
Social or status needs: affection, belonging, and likeness to
others
Ego or integrative needs: contact with reality, har~nony with
reality, progressive symbolization, increasing self direction,
fair balance between success and failure, and attaining ~elf~
hood or individuality,
Another interesting and useful approach to the needs of youth end
related to the suggested needs outlined by Prescott are developmental t~s~
by Havighurst.3
1. Accepting one’s physique and accepting a masculine or feminine
role
2. New relations with age—mates of both sexes
‘Harold Alberty, Reo~ ni cc (New York:
Maemiflan Company, 1953), p. 109.
2Daniel A. Prescott, ~otiq~_a~ the Educative Process (Washington~ D~
The I~nerican Council on Education, 1938), p. 111.
3Robert J. Havighurat, ~o enta]. T~ks and ~ (New Ycrk~
r~o~ans, Green and Company, 1950), p. 6.
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3, ~notiona1 independence of parents and other adults
4. Achieving assurance of economic independence
5. Selecting and preparing for an occupation
6, Developing intellectual skills and concepts necessary for
civic competence
7. Desiring and achieving socially responsible behavior
B. Preparing for marriage and family life
9. Building conscious values in harmony with an adequate
scientific world picture.
Consideration of some of the educational needs of youth as dictated by
contemporary social conditions and requirements will at once show the ~
to which the secondary school falls short in accomplishing its mission. Tb~
following needs of youth are presented: (1) Need for keen political int~:.t~
ligence; •(2) Need for faith in an understood democracy; (3) Need for e’~ii~
intelligence; (4) Need for vocational competence; (5):. Need for safe r~i~p:
physical and mental health; (6) Need for creative participation in fsmil~i ~
community living; (7) Need for self—enriching use of leisure time; (B) N~i~I
for clear thinking and the power of logical analysis; (9) Need for a life
long process of education.1
The needs as stated provide evidence of the fact that the world mak~
exacting demands upon the individual as a condition of satisfactory living
and even survival, It is an obligation of the school to do its utmo$t tc
help young people live a fuller, richer, more rewarding life,
Adolescence is marked by certain striking changes. Particularly obvio~
are those associated with sexual maturation and with the attainment of aoult
physique. The four most important aspects of personal growth in late adnle~
cence according to young2 are concerned with:
(1) emancipation from home and arrival at freedom and independence
of choice,
1Thomas H. Briggs, J. Paul Lonard, Joseph Justman,~
(New York: The Macmillan Company, 1950), p. 113.
2Kimball Young, Personality and ~oblems of MJus~nent (New York:
i~ppieton—Century—CroftS, Inc., 1940), p. 410,
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(2) arrival at heterosexuality,
(3) development of a consequent sense of responsibility for nn~~
acts, and
(4) the emergence of mature self control.
The adolescence’s desire to be identified with the crowd and to ~ct
think as they do may present a problem when the standards at home and. th~
school’s views do not go with the ~ Rivlin states:
Adolescents are affected by social and economic factors,
Wars, depressions, inflation, and unemployment are bound to affect
adolescents both directly and by effect on their immediate neigh~’
borhood and the adults who have made their adjustments; the
adolescent is sensitive to social discrimination whether it stems
from racial antagonisms or mere snobbishness, Adolescents can be
seriously disturbed when they see their way to social and voca~
tional ~dvancement blocked by their family’s economic or social
status.
The school has no more important task than that of aiding the pupi1.~ ir.
social learning and adjustment. Trow2 elaborates on the biological fa~tc rs
that are of prime concern educationaily. The most important are pupil ~‘~J t~b
physical deviations, hereditary structure, and the growth process. Thes~
factors not only largely determine the kind of educational job that car~ ~ ~
but they themselves become matters of curricular concern. Children ar~
titled to live in a healthful environment, but they also need to know ho’~ t~
maintain healthy bodies.
Some educators and persons in social work believe that the environ~nt
plays an important part in the social needs of an adolescent.
From the results by Springer as stated by Lee and Lee3 this is thei~”
statement:
The genera]. implications of the results are that behavior
-.. -... --
1Harry N. Rivlin, Teaching Adolescents in Secondary Schools (New York:
Appleton—Century--Crofts, Inc., 194S), p. 348.
2William Clark Trow, Educational Psychology (New York: Houghton Mi~flin
Company, 1950), p. 275.
3J. Murray Lee and Dorris Lee, op. cit., p, 60.
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adjustment is closely related to the general social status of
the individuaL The children from good, midd1e~o1ass homes mske
better and more satisfactory adjustment, while those from a poor
general social level show more maladjustment and undesirable
characteristics.
Adolescent interests.—Adolescenta have many and strong intereets~ Cft~.
when they fail to concentrate on school work, teachers believe they heve no
interest or lack the ability to concentrate. One of the most distincti~
characteristics of youth is its consciousness and interest in others as
group. More readily and even eagerly he joins clubs, societies, gangs, ~liqw~,
or teams, and develops toward them a loyalty that is strong.
Hartson1 in his study found that the age curve for the formation of c1ub~
cover the span from the seventh to the eighteenth years, being highest from
ten to fourteen.
The teacher must help provide for individual differences in student~
abilities and interests. Attitudes and interests are not developed in resno~i~
to the teacher’s commands. They grow as students participate actively in sx~
periences which lead them to develop these attitudes and interests.
Recognition of the importance of the attitudes and interests which ~t•u~~
develop as a part of school activities has led to increased attention to their
development. New courses and new subjects have been introduced to meet ohang~
2
in interest and abilities.
Our whole system of education rests on the assumption that the results of
education are lasting and that the attitudes, the interests, the insights, an~3
the skills which students acquire in school become part of them permanently.
-——-fl -— — fl—- ~ ___,~_.~ __~~_._~,____~ ~ ~ _~_••_~.•~~.
1Thomas H. Briggs, J. Paul Leonard, and Joseph Justman,
cation (New York: The Macmillan Company, 1950), p. 138.
N. Rivlin,~ p. 97.
•tIb~II j~J,,JiUth~J~! rn I
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A definite difference exist between the preferences oi~ boys. an~ ~ c~
the aspect of personality development that includes interests, ideals, ~
ence, attitudes, and persona]. sense of values. Studies have found boys nga~
more often in active vigorous play. The play of girls tended to be more
1
sedentary, conservative, and restrained in range of action.
Perhaps the most difficult problem that a teacher has to face is thst o:~
pupil motivation. What are the reasons for an interest in school activities
or lack of it in working for commonly accepted goals.
Trow ha~ called the situation resulting in positive responses, sati~fi
Satisfiers that produce continued positive responses are called intereaP!.
Interest itself is a kind of mental excitation of preoccupation with certain
classes of objects or situations. The interest may be largely intellectual,
and it may be mildLy or intensely emotional. Children’s interests have f’~ur
characteristics. One is breadth, another is flexibility, a third abilit~ ~
fourth constancy.2
A further statement by Tyler3 needs to be made about interest in ~~
There is overwhelming evidence that in the large majority of cases, the ty~
of interests that characterize an individual in his late adolescence wii~ ~
with him through life. The traits of personality we have been calling ~
tional interests are not developed through engaging in a particular occn~ttIo~
but are formed much earlier in ways as yet unknown to us.
The modern curriculum concerned with the effect that classroom and ~
curricular activities have on students must deal with the problems that th~
~ ...
~nne Anastasi and John P. Foley, Jr., Differential Psyq~~ (New Yo~
Macmillan Company, 1949), p. 664,
2Wiiliam Clark Trow, ~uçatipnal Psychology (New York: Houghton 1~I~J~
Company, 1950), p. 105. -
3Leona E. Tyler, The Psychology of Human Differences (New York: ~r~~-’-~
ton_Century...Croft5, Inc., 1947), p. S5.
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•~t~vi~enta face~ This increases the extent to which the curricu1~r ~or~vj~ ~
Secome part of the students.
The study of play life affords a good illustration of the groi~th of e’i~..
participation, or what we should designate as the development of the eoe~ a].
act in the child~s life. Little girls are taught to play quietly with dcil~.1,
and to be polite and tidy. Little boys are expected to be more vigorone anr~
are often allowed to continue forms of muscular activity which would be ~ ~ni~
their sisters.
Young1 on the relation of sex difference in play in American soci~t~-~
~Any sex differences in the play life of either children or adults is fa~.rly
certain to be the result rather of culture and society than of innate ~h~iiti~-:
or interests.~
Differences in individual abilities of several kinds will cause studen~:i
to be attracted to certain fields of activity and repelled from others, The
world demands a great variety of services so that everyone has abilities of
some kind that will be in demand. Both the school and the student are eon~
earned with which lines of education promise for him the greatest return~’.
The secondary school is the most important social agency for ascert~inin;~.
the peculiar interests, aptitudes, and capacities that each individual a~oie~—
cent has so that it can direct, encourage, and help him toward future enc~eavo~
which promises most success and happiness to him and to the social unit that
provides the education.2
Strong3 states that experimentally an interest is a response of liking
and involves reactions to specific and it therefore must be learned.
‘Kimball Young, ~ p. 374.
2Thornas H. Briggs, J. Paul Leonard, Joseph Justmenn,~ p. 18L
3i4dward K. Strong, Vocatip l~s~ ofM and Women (Stanford,
California: Stanford University Press, 1943), p. 21.
~e~education may cause a change in int.erest~
Cronback~ brings out a contention that an interest may be defi~.
tendency to seek out an activity or object, or a tendency to choose it r.~the~
than some alternative. An employer knowing the interests of an employee ~
predict whether or not a transfer to another type of work would be sati~fa~
tory; knowing the interests of a juvenile delinquent will suggest activ~i:~ie~
which might keep him at home; knowing the interests of a pupil helps the
teacher to suggest projects, topics for writing, and social experiences ~hi~
‘$11 keep him busy more than others.
The place of interest in vocational guidance is expressed by Lehman ~nn
Witty: “Invaluable indeed is the interests of the child to the person ~fer~rv~
guidance; interests are, however, not highly correlated with ability~ Inter~
should be therefore one element only in vocational guidance.~’2
Designing tj~~guidance program.—Guidance in the secondary school r~fer~
to that aspect of the educational program which is concerned with helpirw th~
pupil to become adjusted to his present situation and to plan his future in
line with his interests, abilities, and social needs.
We are committed to a program of mass education, that is, we teach ~n
groups. Because of individual differences, some pupils are not able to
benefit from instruction given to a large group, Some pupils have diffiouJi-~
ties to overcome, some have problems they cannot solve, and others have
questions that they cannot answer. Also there are those needing various
types of assistance in overcoming obstacles, making decisions, and meeting
1Lee J. Cronbach, Essentiak of Psychological Testing (New York:. Harper
and Brothers, 1949), p. 339.
2flarvey Lehman and Paul Witty, Sex Differences in Vocational Attitude~
(Journal of Applied Psychology, XX
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arises. A special plan or program is needed in order to helD hold thee~
nrobiems to a minimum. This is the purpose of the guidance program.
Our social order is complex. Inventions and industrial development have
brought an economy based upon division of labor. Youth then faces a world o~
work which is highly complicated and requires a high degree of speciaiiv~tion
on the part of workers. Improvements in the standard of living places s
greater responsibility upon the individual for his contribution to the w~lf~r~
of society. The need for guidance is universal, it cuts across all leve~!s nf
society, and it involves children, adolescents, and adults with varied h~i~k—
grounds. As long as man exists, he will have problems, and as long as h~ hes
problems he will need guidance,1
The school should use revealing courses so that the pupil may know some~
thing of the possibilities that lie ahead, making him conscious at the same
time of their requirements, or their limitations, and of their values. It
should accumulate about each student pertinent data which will throw lip~t on
the probability of his success.
The responsibility of giving guidance to the students according to Ynapp-~—
begins to function when the individual first comes in contact with some
of the school and continues until he leaves school and becomes a functionin~t~
sharing responsible member of society.2
We have observed pupils without good reason electing subjects and ending’
up unhappy because they do not know in which direction to go. Then there is
the blind groping after leaving school from job to job, and with the too
common settling down on a job that demands only a fraction of one s abilities.
1Arthur J. Jones, op. cit., pp. 3—4.
2Robert H. Knapp, ~ct~~k ~ (New York: McGraw Hii~].
Book Company, 1953), pp. 1—2.
,~IIIk~I~IflI~
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Lefever~ believes that the schools can no longer consic&er their ta•~k~
firdehed when their students graduate, withdraw, or are dropped~
Guidance should continue far beyond initial and tentative decisions.
Always liberal in consideration of the desires and ambitions of pupils anc~
parents, the school will be quick to correct mistakes of judgment or to reco~
nize the emergence of latent talents or a change in attitude and industry~ ~
will follow up youth who have entered other institutions or vocations, p~rtb~
to learn how to do better the job of guidance for others, and partly to
rescue individuals who have chosen unwisely what they attempt. The constant
purpose of the school should be to help each individual find the highest acti~
ties, avocational, and vocational in which he can be successful and happy.
Role of athletics in the secondary school.—~merican schools today ar~.
attempting to provide a training that will fit its pupils to perform more
efficiently the duties and to solve more wisely th.e problems entailed under :e
democratic form of government, The modern school is incomplete if it does
not provide in its program opportunities for pupils to engage in athletics it~
order to realize more adequately the educations]. values of such activitics~
Athletics should grow directly out of the program of physical education~
As athletics is a part of the physical education program, it ought to be, en~
is tending to become curricular rather than to remain extra—curricular. As
part of physical education it is one means of putting the cardinal principi~
of education into practice.2
1D. Welty Lefever, Archie N. Turnell, and Henry Weitzel, Prmncioles an~
≥ci~nioues of Guidance (New York: Prentice Hall Coimpany, l95OT~2~E~
2Elbert K. Fretwell, “Special Types of Activities, 1926,” ~~~na1
Society for the Study~ Education, February, 1926, p. 167,
I ~~ ~. I 1
Athletics can, and do, serve valuable. purposes in school programs,
Schools must make every effort to conduct their athletic programs in w~r~
that will do the most good for the pupils. The activities should fit ir~t~ tn
rest of the school program, under the direction of teachers with special
preparation in the field of physical education.
The athletic program as it has developed in our schools and coliege~ hs~
contributed to the well—being of the nation, and is an effective instrument
for teaching many of the values deemed important to our life and culture.
Athletics is that part of education which proceeds by means of physical
activity. This significant means of education furnishes one angle of appro~c~
in educating the entire individual. He must be able to participate effectiv~:
in groups which may call for different types of cooperative effort.
Voitmer and Esslinger2 found that those who participated in athletic
activities enjoyed greater success in life than those who did not particip~~~-.
The skills and knowledge gained through participation in athletics are ~ di~’
economic value to certain groups of people. Many people today make their ii~r
by teaching and coaching physical activities; others by officiating; and ~L&i
others by actually playing the games. The increased demand for recreation anr
playground directors provides another vocational advantage for people with
adequate physical education experience.
No part of extra—curricular program attracts more participants and spec~
tators, including persons from outside the school, or produces a larger arnoun
of revenue and expenditures than the athletic program. Recreational leisu~
a --:~~•~-.-~ fl! ~! -•~ -~ .•-~ ~•fl~ —-~ ,.-~---~
1Scbool Athletics, Educatio~a J~l Q~1ni~5iQ~, February 1954, p. ~.
F. Voitmer and Arthur A. Esslinger, The Or ization and~~j~~
stration~, Phy~sj.~q~cati~ (New York: F. S. Crofts & Co., 19146 Pe 27.
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t~vr~ activities are developed through intramural athletic progr~ma~ ~ in~-~
~cho1astic programs
This results in increased participation, activities with more cerry~r~v~
into adult life, attention to leisure time activities, and provision for
recreational activities, appear to be significant in efforts to provide more
adequately for youth needs. The goal in interscholastic athletics should he t~
provide for participation of a large number of boys and girls in a wide var~ c~
of games in interscholastic competition during the school year.
Athletics may be designed to assist pupils in discovering and developin~
interests but so directed that those students already possessing considerah~
interest and ability are encouraged to continue. Plus provide attention for
those who would like to learn to play or find out if they have interest, in
such activities. Several characteristics of athletics make them particularly
effective in meeting youth needs. The flexibility and adaptability of thi~
activity in contrast with the typical class makes athletics worthwhile8
The unusual appeal of extraclass activities to young people and adults
makes them especially appropriate in meeting youth needs. For example~ in
an Illinois study,1 6,S17 high school students were asked to rate the fo13~~
ing six types of activities in order of personal satisfaction8 These student~
uniformly ranked extraclass activities above regular school subjects from th~
standpoint of personal satisfaction. As a matter of fact, participation in
extraclass activities ranked second only to commercial subjects when the date
was compiled.
1J. Lloyd Trump, “Extraclass Activities and the Needs of Youtb.~ Fi~t.y~
second Yearbook of the National Society for the Study of Education~
(Bloomington, Ill.: Public School Publishing Go,, 1953), p~ 161.
~ AFTER
~ESENTATION M~ ANALYSIS OF DATA
Treatment of data.—The data collected on each subject in this study
included grades, school attendance records, information from teachers, ~x~d
personal data sheets. The data are presented in textual and tabular form ‘for
use in the case study method.
Generaiinformationcoflcern~flg ~ bj~.—Jack, a seventeen ~re~
old boy, is the second child in a family of four brothers and one sister. Tb~
mother is about forty years old, and the father is about forty—five years of
age, The subject lives in a modest one—family dwelling with his parents.
The mother completed the twelfth grade and the father the eleventh. An
older brother, now in the armed forces, graduated from college. The sister i~
enrolled in high school in the tenth grade. Two younger brothers are not of
school age,
Both the father and mother are employed. The father works as a shipp~n~
clerk for a bookstore. The mother works as a clerk in a dairy store. As i~
most homes with large families, economics is the most important probli~w. ~
working together, the family~s needs are cared for.
Jack is slightly taller than the average seventeen year—old boy. His
health is good in that he was troubled only with the childhood diseases. J1~
teeth are in good condition, with a gold crown on an upper front tooth. N~
has never had the toothache. His skin is dark and his hair is of good textu’~
His features are regular and large.
Jack~s attitude toward the test situation was favorable. Ha was very
cooperative and eager to please. He showed no sign of tension and see~ned t~
enjoy checking the interest inventory.
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The f~niil~1 is Baptist, hut does not s~pnort the ch~r’h fiu~ne~ie). ~y n~-w~
attend re~ulariy. The neighborhood in which the subject lives is ~ fl~r
aeclining. It was formerly occupied by whites and was vacated In the po&i
war period to provide additional living space for Negroes. The parents ~
buying the house in which the subject lives, and it is in good repair. Th~
house is too small, ho~ever, for the seven people living in it, Jack has n~
specifically prepared place to study. His academic record in elementary
school was excellent, and his first year marks in high school were good.
In giving oral reports Jack was never well organized. He prefers t~
allow others to take up the lead in group situations. A slight criticism
from a member of the class was answered either by an ugly look or a
remark. He was well aware of the advantage of having close friendships w:tf~’
the members of the group who were outstanding academically, These friená:,~1
were sought in school and after school hours too.
Jack is active in basketball and football. He is a member of the vn~i~
ac1uad, and shows much interest in all gym activities. He even plays during
after school hours.
Jack has a slight stammer and does not answer immediately when ~pnken~
These symptoms are most pronounced when reciting in class or conversig~n~’
adults. They are less noticeable when speaking with his peers. This gives
the impression of some. lack ~f control of his vocal apparatus.
The subject is fairly tidy in dress. His clothes, and. body are usually
clean, and a haircut improves his appearance.
The relationship in the home appears good. He respects h~s parents~ ~
gets along well with his siblings. He receIves an allowance from his fathr~r
for carfare to school and for spending change.
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TABLE 2.—-.Jack’s choice of activities ~nd preferences as to subjects
1~n school
Activities
1. Hobbies or interests basketball, football
2. Things I can do well:
special abilities or talents none
3, Favorite subjects Mathematics, English, Art,
History
4. Disliked subjects Science
5. School clubs none
6, List school activities you
would like to take part basketball
7. Activities out of school none
TABLE 3.—Jack~s report card for the period of this study
Qourse Sein, Units
Subjects No. 1st. ptr. 2nd c~t~r. Avg. Cr.
English S B B— -4
Algebra B C4 B—
American Hist. 2 B-. B+ B 4
Industrial kts 1 A C— B -4
HomeMaking 6 B B B
Physical Train. A A A
Absences 4
Tardinesses 1
Su~~.—Jack, a seventeen year—old high school junior, is enro1lec~ ir.
school taking the college preparatory curriculum. The report card fov- thc~
oeriod of this study showed that the subject would be on the honor roll fo;.
the term,
On the Brainard Occupational Preference Inventory, the subject reva~J~.
significant interests in commercial, professional, and esthetic fie1ds~ Ja~
was a member of the basketball squad. After entering the present high sch~
Jack was gett±ng a much better understanding of himself, and was taking
greater advantage of his abilities.
I ~ ~~
This a~ j~tment ov hs~owa any previou;3 ~b~e~’vati.orLs. ~ ~
~he ~tandarde set up by clasarDom teachers sn~. cJ~ssmates end ~ ~t m
~.eet them ~
is the oJ~des~ i:~
family of three boys where the mother and father are separated. Th~ ~cth~”
about forty~-one years of age. The subject lives with his mother in en ~
ment in a city—owned housing project. The fatber~s address is k~own~
The mother completed the twelfth grade in high school, ~o young~’
brothers are enroiled in high school; one is in the tenth grade, and the ~
in the eighth grade.
The mother is employed as a maid by the Seaboard Railroad Comoany,
the subj ect contributes toward his own support by working as a helper in e
grocery store.
Tom is of average height and weight. His health is good and he h~ ~
no serious illness. He has never been to the dentist for dental work, sr~
teeth are in good condition, His skin is dark, his features well pronoun
and his hair is of fair texture.
During the test situation, Tom was very cooperative. He shoi~yed no ~
of strain, and went about completing the test in a business—like i~ay.
The family is Methodist, but support and attendance to church is very
irregular. A library is located in the housing project, and recreational
facilities include a large play area, and a tennis court nearby ownod by r~
of the colleges. The neighborhood is good due to public housing and ioo~
management.
Tom has no specific place or period set aside for studying. His aeade~T’i.
record in elementary school was good. His first year in high school wa~ ~
In recitation and discussions in class the subject takes an active nart.
-~
written work is poor, and his spelling far below the average e~ hl~ ~
He shows a special liking for ~ology, especisily handling the speciwen.
Associated with his dislike for English is a reading deficiency. He ha~
done too well in high school, He has spent many days out of school working j:
order to help with the expenses of the home, In the tenth grade he joined
a group of class—cutters. This group would report to school and at the en~
the first class they would leave and spend the rest of the day in a drug
or on a nearby corner.
Tom takes part in varsity basketball and track. He is a letter n~sn
each sport. At school he is a member of the Hi—Y Club, and he is a re~i)~r
attender at the Y.M.C.A.
When speaking, the subject places the tongue between his teeth and ~
signs of faulty speech.
He is always weil groomed, wears nice clothes and is tidy ~n his d~-~
In the home he has high respect for his mother, gets along well with his
brothers. He also has many friends with the school group and out of the
school group.
At the beginning of this school year, a new high school was opened~ ~
Tom was among the eight hundred—sixty pupils transferred to this school~
this new situation he has steadily improved academically, and in all other
areas. With regard to the class—cutting, he says he was influenced by so~
older boys.
Tom is an excellent dancer, and is popular with the members of the
opposite sex.
After completing high school, he does not plan to continue his educ~ti~~
He wants to become an auto-.!mechanic,
Interpretation of test data.—In terms of scores on the interest ~ :-
I !~[I•~i,II~th
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~h~r~ubject ha~ eqw~i interests ir fivefJjis~ In comp~r~tive r~mk~ w~t~
.~ther high schoo]. boys, commercial irftere~ts, professional interests, sn~
agriculture], interests are very high~ This is a special case which the
counselor needs to note~ Torn tends to like almost everything very much, Hc
has high scores in all fields.
TABLE 4.~-~ndividual raw scores of Tom~s interests in given
fields as compared with measured interests of others
Conwiercial 81 97 very high
Mechanical 71 60 average
Professional 74 90 very high
Esthetic 91 97 very high
Scientific 80 90 very high
Agricultural 78 90 very high
Actiy1~ties.~—It is interesting to note that Tom chose Biology as hi~
favorite subject. At school he was well liked by his peers. Out of scho~I
went to the Y.M.C.A. for recreation. Out of school he had responsibility .
the job working in the grocery store.
TABLE 5.—To&s choice of activities and preferences as to course~
in school
-. .• .~ ..~ . .•. -~.. .... . ..• .~..~ ...-
Activities Preferences — Gradq~
1. Hobbies or interests hunting, dancing~ swimming
basketball
2, Things I can do well:
special abilities or talents dancing
3. Favorite subjects Biology
4. Disliked subjects English
5, School clubs Hi—Y
6. List school activities you
would like to take part basketball, track
7. Activities out of school
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~ having been irregular in attendance to school entered tkw
eleventh grade of the selected high school. He was taking a college nreo~r’~~
tory program. His course grades were slightly below the average for his
class. In order to try to keep up with his group he has had to study hard ~
do extra work,
Tom’s major hobby is dancing. At school he liked athletics and has ~
letters in basketball and track. His two strongest interests es revealed by
the Brainard Occupational Preference Inventory were commercial with a perce”~
tile rank of 97, and esthetic with a percentile rank of 97.
The pupil’s work experience has been principally in one area—the groc~~
store, He wants to become an auto-mechanic.
By observation, Tom indicated that he was fairly well adjusted.
TABLE 6.—Tom’s report card for the period of this study
Course Sem. Units
Subjects No 1st ptr. 2nd gtr. Avg. Cr,
English S C D— 1)-. -~
Geometry 2 B C— *
American History 2 B- B B *
Typing 1 D F F 0
Physical ~aining A A A
Abse~ices
Tardinesses
General information concerning Pat, the subject.-.-.Pat, a fifteen year—a
boy is number five in a family of six children. There are two boys and fot~
girls in the family. The father is about fifty years of age, and the mother
is about forty—five years old. The oldest sister is married and lives in
another part of the city. She completed the twelfth grade in high school~
The next three older members of the family grew disinterested and stooped. in
IflhIIfiNffi!~i~
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the eleventh grade. The two youngest, Pat and a sister, are enro11~i in hi~
~choo1, Pat lives with his parents in a one-~fami1y dwelling in a run down
neighborhood.
The father completed the eighth grade, and he works on an assembly line
in an electrical appliance company. The mother completed the eleventh r~cie
and works as a practical nurse.
Pat is short and husky in stature. His health is good and has had no
operations or serious illnesses. His winsome smile shows his wail cared f~
teeth. His skin is light brown, and his hair is unruly. His features are
keen.
Pat was at ease during the test and was cooperative in carrying out i.n~
structions,
The father is a Methodist and the mother is a Baptist. Both pare~t!~
church memberships are across town, The subject attends a nearby Baptiet
church. The family lives in an area that has been slated for light indu~r~
Repairs to the tenant houses in this area are only for emergency cases.
Pat tries to avoid the verbal aspects of school. He excels in ~iritt~n
work. He has a dislike for Algebra—it was here that he made his 1o~est ~
He is highly regarded by his teachers.
Athletics have played a prominent part in Pat’s life. He was a regu1m~
in basketball during his first year in high school. This year he played
varsity and was lettered in basketball.
All of ~ family experiences seem to have been pleasant. He has a
great deal of respect for his father. The parents were interes&ed enough in
school affairs to attend most school functions.
Pat’s activities were simple, he spends his after school hours in a
nearby boys’ club, His winsome smile attracted friends, and his manner wou~
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8nable him to get along satisfactorily with his peers.
Interpretation of test data.~~~In terms of scores on the interest inv~n~
tory, Pat scored very high in five fields, and high in one field. He i~ ~
optimistic, tending to like everything very much. He has high scores in ~
fields.
TABLE 7.—~ndividua]. raw scores of Patts interests in given fi~i~i~
as compared with measured interests of others
Field
Commercial 87 99 very high
Mechanical 97 95 very high
Professional 84 97 very high
Esthetic 71 90 very high
Scientific 95 99 very high
Agricultural -~ 68 80 high
Activities.—~0n the following chart appears Pat’s favorite su.bject~ ~
choice of activities in school. These choices told, to a certain extent~
something of what he was like when not occupied in the regular classroom.
TABLE 8.—Pat’s choice of activities and preferences as to cou~~
in school
Activities Preferences-~ Grade 10
-.~ ~ ~ --[::. -fl . -~
1. Hobbies or interests basketball
2. Things I can do well:
special abilities or talents none
3. Favorite subjects English, History, B~Lo1~
ogy
4. Disliked subjects none
5, School clubs Hi—Y
6. List school activities you
would like to take part basketball
7. Activities out of school Boys Club
~~.. -. ~ ~
~niJ ~
3vmarX.~~Pat is a fifteen year—old sonhomore. His report ~
A— in English, C~. in Algebra, A— in World History, A— in General Biolo~y~ ~—
in Typing end A in Physical Training. His achievement level was about wh~~
wc~uJ.d be normally expected of him, There were no known disabilities.
Pat has been a member of the Boys Club, and attends regularly efte~
school. His physical health is good. According to the records, he appears
fairly well adjusted.
He likes athletics and he has been awarded a letter in basketball. Thg~
interest inventory yielded some data without indicating the chief interest~
~ccept for Pat2s verbal disability, no other disabilities were noted in hi~
record. A program in remedial reading on the part of the school will help ~
pupil to make an adjustment to his academic work.
TABLE 9,—Pat~s report card for the period of this study
Course Sam. Unite
Subieç~_~__j~. 1st q~. 2nd ptr. Av&~ Cr.
English 6 A—- B A— *
Algebra 4 B- C Cj. *
World History 2 B— A A—
Gen. Biology 2 B— A A—
Typing 1 B C B—
Physioal Train. A A A
Absences
Tardinesses
General information concer~4pg ~ the subject, —Harry is a
year—old boy in the junior class of high school. He has one brother older
than he, and two sisters younger than he, His father is a pullman ports~ nn
the Southern Railroad. He describes his father as thoughtful and hard wc’rk~ ~-
In conversation, Harry shows his genuine respect for his father. He chr~r~~
teri~es his mother as thoughtful and inclined to worry over the family’s
financial status. He thinks he is like his father.
In reading and English usage he is about average in his class. Ths
school subjects he likes best are Physical Education, Biology, and Typing.
Because of failing to understand Mathematics and English he dislikes these
subjects.
During the elementary grades he showed limited ability, but marked in~
dustry. He did more than was required of him, Although the work i~as diff~~
cult for him, he never repeated a grade.
His high school grades have been fair. His general scholarship rank ~
fair in a homeroom class of thirty’~five. Considering the high academic
standards maintained in this school, these marks represent less than avera~
effort and determination.
He says he worries about school work, because, liT desire to finish s~Y~c:’~
on time,”
His hobbies or interests in order of preference are: (1) drawing~ (2~)
football; (3) basketball, and (4) swiimning. At school he is a member of t~;
Industrial Arts Club and expresses enjoyment in it. He works at a grocery
market as a delivery boy on weekends to secure spending change.
He has had a fine character record throughout 9011001. His teachers h~.rr
observed that he works well ~.,ith people. He has a fine physique and srtist~
ability. His expressed interest is artistics and sports. The possibility
a vocation in the field of physical education, Y.M.C.A., scouting, or boy~
club work has been suggested to the boy. He is interested in these vocatin~.~
possibilities which he had thought of before.
He has no choice of a college, upon graduation from high school he pl~~
to enter the Armed Forces.
Interpretation of test data,—In terms of scores on the interest inver~*~
th~ subject has equal interests in four fields, In comparative r~k With
other high school boys, commercial interests, professional interests, esth~3
interests, and scientific interests are very high. Hi~ interests in agrIr~u~
tural interests are high, and interests in mechanics are very low.
Activities,—Table 11 shows the classes he liked, hobbies or interest~
school activities, and out of school activities, This gives a picture of
Harry in school and out of school.
TABLE 10.—Individual raw scores of Harry~s interests in given
fields as compared with measured interests of others
Field Raw Scores Percentile Rank
Commercial 79 97 very high
Mechanical 43 5 very low
Professional 80 97 very high
Esthetic 85 97 very high
Scientific 78 90 very high
Agriculture]. 62 65 high
TABLE l1.—Harry’s choice of activities and preferences as to courses
in school
Activities Preferences — Grade 10
1. Hobbies or interests F~ootball, basketball,
swimming
2~ Things I can do wail;
special abilities or talents draw pictures
3. Favorite subjects Physical Education, Biology~
History
4. Disliked subjects Mathematics, English
5. School clubs Industrial Arts C’ub
6. List school activities you
would like to take part football, basketball,
track
7. Activities out of school Boys Club, Neighborhood
social club
3&
TABLE l2.—~ierry~s report card for the period of this stuay
Course S€m, ~
ots~~ Nq.~tr.~rA~
English 6 D I)
World History 2 F F F 0
General Biology a C C C
Typing 1 F D
Bus. jlrithmetic 2 F 1).~ 4
Phys. Training B A— B I
Absences 6 9 15
Tardie~.___~.~ 2
~~~.—~Harry is a sixteen year—old junior in high school. He h~
been in the fair group academically in the selected high school. DUrinF~
period of this study his grades were D in English, F in World History, ~
General Biology, D in Typing, D in Business Arithmetic, and B in Physica’
Training. He was following the business curriculum at the time of tM ~ ~
On the Brainard Occupational Preference Inventory, Harry scored very
high in the commercial, professional, and esthetic fields, There is a
latton between the subject*s tested interest and his basic interests fo..~
taking courses in school along the commercial lines, and he has natural
ability in drawing. The subject through counseling needs help to ~de~ti ~
his problem, so that he can discover the nature of his own interests. A
feeling of personal and social adjustment will result from the sucoess o~
tamed giving a sense of security to the subject.
~ the subj~.—4Tat, a neat boy ~
fifteen years, clad in sport shirt, blue denim trousers, and gym shoes is
always in good spirits with an automatic smile. He is the oldest 5n a
faiiily of three boys and one girl. The father is about thirty—nine ye~r~
age, and the mother is about thirty—seven years old, Both parents c~mpl:~~
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~he twelfth grade, and the three younger members of the family are emol) ~
the elementary school,
The father is employed in the steel mill and the mother remains at hom~
to keep the house. The house is a block two—family structure called a dup1~
There are four rooms in the house, located in a slouly deteriorating neighbr~
hood.
Nat is of average size and build, His health is good, and he has suf~~~
from minor colds, and some of the so—called childhood diseases, He has ~
compleDdon with large eyes.
Nat has no specific place to study. His academic record in elementary
school was fair. He has continued to do fair work the last two years in ht~~
school. He takes part in oral discussions in class only when called upo~.
His written work and spelling are not at the level of his class. The def~~.
cy in spelling causes him to be a poor reader. He states that he likes sil
the subjects in his present schedule,
Nat takes part in varsity basketball. He was lettered in this sports
states an interest in football, baseball, and track. During the summer ~
tion he is a frequent visitor to the park in order to play baseball.
Attendance in school has been good, and the subject is cooperative with
his teachers. He gets along well with his schoolmates of both sexes.
Nat expresses a desire to become a briclanason, and he plans to attend
college after leaving high school.
Interpretation of test data.—In terms of scores on the interest inver~
tory, Nat has equal interests in five fields. He is very high in commert~i.v~
interests, mechanical interests, professional interests, esthetic interest~
and scientific interests. He is high in agricultural interests, In anaiy~i*
the scores and ranks of Nat and the comparative strength of these ~nte~-est~
I II 4
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relation to those of other people, Nat is overly optimistic tending to like
almost everything very much,
TABLE 13.—Individual raw scores of NatSs interests in given fielda





























Activitie~s.—On the Table above Nat chose Mathematics as one of his fav~~~
ite subjects. He has no regular out of school activities.
Swmnary.—Nat, a neat boy of fifteen years of age, is in his second ye~i~
of high school. His achievement was fair, both in elementary and in hit~ ~
grade courses. During the period of this study he received a grade of D ir~
English, C in Basic Mathematics, D in General Science, C in Typing, C in
Industrial ~rts, and B in Physical Training.
=~_- - -- - - -- -
TABLE 14,—Nat’s choice of activities and preferences as to classes
in school
Activities Preferences .~ada9
1. Hobbies or interests football, track, basket
ball, basebail
2. Things I can do well;
special abilities or talents none
3. Favorite subjects English, Mathematics,
Physical Education
4. Disliked subjects none
5. School clubs Boy Scouts, Modern Dance
~ (~lub
6. List school activities you football, baseball, track,
would like to take part basketball
7. Activities out of school none
~c4
£~~e only disabilities noted were in writing and spelling. ~ ~~
wa~ not as well as might be expected. He likes school, particularly ~
Mathematics and Physical Education. In addition he has a wholesome end ~
~ipating interest in athletics. According to Brãinard Occupational Prefer~’~.~
Inventory, his strongest interests were found to be commercial, profession~
arid esthetic fields, and his weakest agricultural. He indicated on the pe~—
sonal data sheet that he wanted to be a brickmason which is in line w~thrd
esthetic interests.
TABLE 15.—Nat’s report card for the period of this study
Course Seni. Unite
Subjects No. 1st qtr. 2nd qtr, Avg. Cr.
English 4 F D D
Basic Math. 2 C-. C— C— ‘1
Gen. Science 2 1) D D I
Typing 1 B C C
Industrial Arts 1 C C C -~
Physical Train. B B B
Absences 3 9 12.
Tardinesses 1 6 7
General information concerni~g Ted, the subject.—Ted is a well m~n~
seventeen year—old boy. The oldest boy in a family of eight children. ~
are five brothers and two sisters. Three of the brothers are in school, ‘~
one of the sisters. The father is about thirty—eight years of age~ and th~
mother is about thirty—six years of age. The father and mother stopped
school in the eleventh grade.
The father is employed as a freight handler at a railroad terminal. Tn:
mother, remains at home, a housewife. Ted lives with his parents in an apar~
ment in a public housing development. He admires his father and mother
4 ~J41th,a4 1IIh~I ~]~,Iih~ffl~L! I I~h~ftI Ij~ il
n~wing normal family relationships
~ior to entering the present high school, he was very irregular in
attendance, causing him to fail several subjects.
Having moved into the area of the present high school, he was tran~f~r~
to this school. Since enrolling in the present high school he has pursued. ~
scholastic work in an uneventful manner keeping up ~dth his classes and shc~i~
ing new interest.
Ted has not found it difficult to put himself across in athletic ~
ties. He plays an excellent game of basketball, and has a particular inte~
in all sports.
He expresses a dislike for English and History—.-says they are hard ~
understand, but likes mathematics and physical education most of all. H~’ ~
no plans to attend any other school after leaving high school and he ha.s ~
pressed an interest in auto mechanics as an occupation.
Interpretation of test data.——In terms of scores on the interest inver~
tory, Ted has equal interests in commercial, professional, esthetic, and
scientific fields. He is average in mechanical and agricultural fields.~ I~
terms of comparative rank with other high school boys, his commercial, pr~
fessional, esthetic, and scientific interests are unusual.
TABLE.l6.~Individual raw scores of Ted’s interests in given fields
as compared with measured interests of others
— Field Raw Scores Percentile Rank
Commercial 78 95 very high
Mechanical 69 55 average
Professional 77 95 very high
Esthetic 72 90 very high
Scientific 73 80 very high
A~icultural 59 55 average
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Activitie~,—~On the Table below are the hobbies, favorite ci sei~ a~
school clubs of Ted, These choices tell of his activities durflig the scb~o1
day.
TABLE l7.=—Ted~s choice of activities and preferences as to cour~e~
in school
Activities Preferences — Grade 11
1. Hobbies or interests football, basketball
2. Things I can do well; play drums, dance
special abilities or talents
3. Favorite subjects Mathematics, Physical &L
4. Disliked subjects History
5, School Clubs Hi—Y
6. List school activities you football, basketball,
would like to take part track
7. Activities out of school none
TABLE lB,—Ted~s report card for the period of this study
Course - Sem, Units
Subjects No. let gtr. 2nd gtr. Avg. Cr~
English 4 D F F 0
Basic Math, 4 0+ A— B4.
World History 2 F D 1)-a
HomeMaking 6 B B B
Physical Train. A B B+ *
English S 1)4. C C-~
Absences 2 1 3
Tardinesses 2 0 2
Surnmary.—Ted, a well mannered seventeen year—old boy was a junior i~r~
high school. Due to irregular attendance, Ted has never stood high acade~iii~
cally in school. He was taking the regular college preparatory curricul~m~
At the time of this study he was taking English, Basic Mathematics, World
History, Home Making, and Physical Training. He was also carrying another
English course he had failed previously.
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Ted likes Nath~atics and Physical Education; he says they are easy to
understand. His extra~curr~cular interests are varied. He was in the s~oo
hand, and now ho sings in the school chorus~ On the Brainard Occupational
P~’eforence Inventory he stood very high in commercial, professional and
esthetic fields. There were no low areas.
Ted was in good health, He appears to be particularly well adjust& at~
this time. He gets along well with his boy friends, and with girls at schocb
He has no college plans after leaving high school.
General information concerning Roy. the subiect.—Roy is seventeen year~
old in a family of seven children. There are one brother and three sisters
older than the subject. Three of the brothers are in school, two in hi~h
school, and one in elementary school,
The father passed in 194B, Roy resides with his mother in a public
housing apartment. The mother is about forty—five years old, and is unempi ü~
The family is maintained through benefits of the Department of Public Weli~.e~~~
The mother stopped school in the eleventh grade.
The economic level of the family is low, the income is insufficient to
properly care for all the needs of this large family.
Roy is of heavy build, and average height. His health is good, his o~
illness was from a stab in the back during a fight. He is of dark cornpleaI
with a ~niling face.
The family is Baptist, but attendance and support financially i~ po~.
The apartment is too small and unorganized to allow for a specific place L•
study.
Roy did well in elementary school. Upon entering high school the ~o—
justment was poor. He was absent a great deal during the second ~erne~t~r
the eighth grade. In the ninth grade he did not improve a~adernil ~
~arriod on w:~th the crowd. Upon v ch~n~ the ele~r~th r~ he ~
~eaire to continue in school and graduate.
In class work he takes part in the discussions, reads above the .aver~:~
and is always late turning in written assignments usuafly waiting until ~
arrives in school to get the assignments. Roy says he worries about rot
being able to read and remember what he has read about in preparing his
lessons. He does not stammer in talking, and expresses himself well when
citing in class.
He has many friends both in school and out of school. He is usually ~he
leader. His boy—girl relations are good. Roy takes part in all sports,
is a letter man on the varsity basketball team.
Roy cares little for dress, comes to school prepared for physical ~
cation. A little more care in dress will do much to improve his appearan~
The relationship in the home is good. He has genuine respect for hi~.
mother.
lie doubts attending any other school after leaving high school bec~ F~•
of financial reasons, but hopes, through his athletic ability, one of the
colleges will give him a scholarship. He would like to become a. coach i~
order to earn a living.
Interpretation of test data.—In terms of scores on the interest in~e~
tory, Roy has very high interest in commercial, and professional fiel’~.s,
has high interest in esthetics, and average interest in mechanics]. and ac~o’
ic fields. He is low in agricultural interests, but his interest in co~1er:,
and professional fields are unusual. Lower scores in mechanical, scior~..~’
and agricultural fields are at least average in comparison with those of
other boys.
TABLE l9.—~IndividuaJ. raw ores ~f Po~ ~s interests i~ ~
as compared with measured interests of others
Field Raw Scores Percentile Rank
Commercial 73 90 very high
Mechanical 65 45 average
Professional 76 95 very high
Esthetic 62 70 high
Scientific 64 60 average
~~ —-—--~—“
Aotivities.——Roy, as shown on the Table, is active both in school an~ ~
of school. He gives rise to popularity in school and out of school.
TABLE 2O.~~Roy’s choice of activities and preferences as to courees
in school
Activities Preferences — Grade U
1. Hobbies football, basketball,
baseball, tennis
2. Things I can do well;
special abilities or talents none
3. Favorite subjects Mathematics
4. Disliked subjects none
5. School clubs HF..Y
6. List school activities you tennis, baseball,
would like to take part football, basketball
7. Activities out of school Neighborhood Social Club
Suinmary,.—Roy, a seventeen year old boy, is about to complete his jun~Lc~:
year in high school. He stands in the lower third of his class scholastic~J. ~
He reported that English had caused him the most difficulty, and that he had
done his best work in Mathematics.
Roy has no known disabilities, and his health is good. On the Brainat~
Occupational Preference Inventory he showed strongest interest in profess~n~
and commercial fields. He had reported an interest in ati—letic coachirnz a~
L d~I~flI~ [II 4]~
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~,OatiOn. This is in line with his strong interest in the orofe ~ooal ~i
Roy said he was interested in athletics and has confirmed the fact, h~
has been more than normally successful in football and basketball having he~
lettered in each sport.
He was inclined to worry about his school work. He liked friends an~
spent some of his spare time with them at the corner drug store. He would ~
to attend coilege if he could get scholarship aid. Hi~ circumstances wouJ~ ~-:;
permit attendance without aid.
TABLE 21.—Roy’s report card for the period of this study
Course Sam. Unite
Subjects No. let qtr. 2nd qtr. Avg. Cr.
English 8 C C C
Geometry 2 B C- C4
~merican History 2 C4 B4 B
Gen. Biology 2 Cf C C 2
HomeMaking 6 B A A—
Physical Train. A A A
Absences 4 6 10
Tardinesses 5 5 10
General information concerning Ralph. the subIe~.—Ralph is sixteen
years old, and number four in a family of six children. The family i~ ce~n~
posed of five boys and one girl, all living at home. The father is decees~
and the mother is about forty—five years old. The oldest son stopped sciio&
at an early age; the second son stopped in the eleventh grade, the daughter
graduated from high school. The subject arid two younger brothers are enrol’ e
in the high school.
The mother works as a domestic servant and as a seamstress on off hnur~
at home to supplement her income. The income of the family is further in~
creased by contributions from the two older brothers. The oldest work~ ~
• tI!iiI~IftJ IL~~ H }i~.: flLóe4d~ •~
i~6
~ oorter, and latter a truck driver.
Ralph lives in a poorly kept house, one—family type, owned by the moth~.
It is located in an undeveloped section of Atlanta, Ralph has been outside
of the city only when accompanying the school athletic team.
He is tall and of heavy build, in good health, no physical disabiliti~~
and has had no serious illness.
The mother is a member of the Baptist church, while Ralph attends the
Church of Christ, but is not a member.
During the test situation Ralph was quiet and at ease, as he is al]. of
the time. He is a close observer and instructions had to be explained only
once.
In the classroom he is quiet and speaks only when called upon. When
called on to make a contribution to the discussion of the lesson, his answer~.
always show preparation and thought. He has a liking for mathematics and
science, and a. least liking for English. His grades this semester are
The subject does not plan to attend any other school after leaving hi~’~.
school. He would like to earn a living through playing professional footh~
or professional baseball.
Ralph does not work during the school term. He is given a small allow~
ance for school lunches and entertainment. During the summer vacation he
works, cutting grass in a park. He has no special liking for this type of
work other than the compensation in a monetary way.
He has particular interest in sports of all kinds, drawing, arid butI.~i~:
model airplanes. He won letters in basketball and baseball this schoo~ v~’~
The coaching staff has high expectation on Ralph becoming a standout fnot~
player next season.
~A± .ilI .u]Ith~IflH!r ~ I! •
Ralph gets along; well w~tb hi~ r-~p~, i~ a ~enber o~ ?c~r r~. ,~
~$d~h is a school sponsored activity.
At home the family situation is goode He is obedient to his m.other~
asaists his brothers and sister in any way he can, He spends his U~r~
school playing ball or reading sports magazines.
~~~retation of test data,—In terms of scores on the interest ir~v~r~
tory, Ralph has very high scores in commercial, mechanical, professionsi~
esthetic, and ~cientific fields. He is average in the agricultural fj~]~
This is an unusual case——he tends to like everything very much.
TABLE 22~.—Individual raw scores of Ralph~s interest in given fi&~
as compared with measured interests of others
---..-.~. --.--~-.-~-~V--..-.-
. ~
Field Raw Scores Percentile Rank
Commercial 78 96 very high
Mechanical 80 85 very high
Professional 69 80 very high
Esthetic 74 90 very high
Scientific 78 90 very high
Agricultural 60 60 avera&~c
~ ~ ~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~
Activities.—On the Table below appears the activities of ~alph. ~C
very talented and active in school and out of school.
TABLE 23. —Ralph s choice of activities and preferences as to ~ou~
in school
Activities
1. Hobbies or interests
2. Things I can do well;




6. List school activities you
wculd like to take part
7, Activities out of school












~~~‘,~Raiph who is seventeen y~ar~ ~Id was c~~m1eting hL~
year in high school. He had done very good work in school. His ~
placed him on the honor roll. With no grade below B would place him high
academically.
Ralph’s health is good so far as known at this time, He possessed fine
qualities that made him popular. He always had good warm relationships wi~t~
others in school.
Ralph appears to have little interest in attending college. Oh the
Brainard Occupational Preference Inventory he showed very high interest in ~L
commercial, esthetic, and scientific fields. He had no known physical di
abilities. He had a special interest in sports and the out of doors, H~
liked to meet people. His occupational choice might be a combination of ~‘rr;~
marcia]., and scientific occupation with some outlet for his professiona).
sports interests.
TABLE 24.—Ralph’s report card for the period of this study
Course Sem, Units
Subjects No. 1st gtr, 2nd gtr. Avg. Cr.
English 6 C B B-.
Basic Math, 4 A— A A-.
World History 2 C4 B+ B—
General Biology 2 B- B+ B
Typing 2 B— A- B+
Physical 1~raining A A A
Absences 3 5 8
Tardinesses - 0 0 0
General information concerning Milt~~, the sub.ject.—Milton is a wer.
developed boy, sixteen years of age, an only child of divorced parentz. Ha
lives with his mother in a municipal owned housing project. The father liv~
in another city; correspondence is almost non—existent. The mother is e.bo~
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~hirty—five years of age. She is employed as a maid. The father anc th~
~omp1eted the eleventh grade in high school.
The apartment is well kept, and his mother has supplied him with sonv~ o
the luxuries of life, yet he has failed to live up to the expectations of
mother and teachers who were disappointed in the poor quality of his school
work and his lack of interest in school.
He has ordinary intelligence, but was receiving low marks in most of hi~
school subjects. They were questioned by his mother who thought that the
teachers were merely just passing him. She has been constantly trying to
supervise a study period at home, and he now feels his present grades are n~’
a true measure of his ability.
Milton is in good health and has no physical disabilities or serious il~~
ness. He suffered a broken arm while playing about three years~ago.
He is interested in all sports, was a member of the varsity basketball
squad receiving a letter in this sport. For recreation after school an~~
during the summer vacation, he likes to play basketball.
Milton and his mother are members of the Baptist church. He was ouiet
during the test situation listening carefully to the instructions.
Milton would like to attend a college after leaving high school, and ~
come a basketball coach or play professional basketball.
He has a large number of friends of both sexes in school and out of
school. During the school year he is given en allowance for his own pur~o~
When school is closed for the summer vacation, he works as a bus boy in a
downtown restaurant.
Interpretation of test data.—In terms of scores on the interest inven~
tory, Milton has a very high score in the agricultural field; high scores i~
professional and esthetic fields; average scores in co~mnercial fields, and
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low scores in mechanical ~nd scientific fields. His agr~ cu1tur~J. score is
more then unusual, better than average in comparison with other high sc~iool
boys.
TABLE 25,~—Individual raw scores of Milton~s interests in given
fields as compared with measured interests of others
Field Raw Scores Percentile Rank
Commercial 63 60 average
Mechanical 62 35 low
Professions]. 65 75 high
Esthetic 62 70 high
Scientific 52 25 low
Agricultural 76 90 very high
Activities.—It is interesting that Milton chose English for his favor~~
subject even though he did not make his highest grade in English. He is ver~.
active in school sponsored activities.
TABLE 26._Miltonts choice of activities and preferences as to
courses in school
~-...
Activities ________ Preferences — Grade 10
1. Hobbies or interests basketball, dancing,
fishing
2. Things I can do well;
special abilities or talents none
3. Favorite subjects English, Physical Edu~
cation
4. Disliked subjects none
5, School clubs Modern Dance Club,
Boy scouts
6. List school activities you
would like to take part basketball
7e Activities out of school none
Sunnnary,—Milton was sixteen years old and in the tenth grade. His
narents were divorced, and he lived with his mother. He was an onJ.~’ chilr~,
fl,Il~sI 1. id ,.II~i1~ ~IlIiL,Uj~*I~ I ~Ii I~I Ii~i,II
had not taken any tests of any other aptituoes. On the Brainard Oce~
tiona]. ~eferenoe Inventory he revealed. signit~icant interests ir sri ~ui~
professional, and esthetic fields. Milton is a member of the basketball
squad and received a letter in the sport.
Milton plans to attend college when he leaves high school. He is ts~.
the coilege preparatory curriculum. His grades for courses during the s~t~:
were C in English, D— in Algebra, C— in World History, C in General B~nIo~~•~
C.~ in Home Making, and A in Physical Training.
Milton expressed two choices of vocations: First, a professional has~~~
ball player; and second, a basketball coach. His work experiences have b~
during the summer months as a bus boy in a downtown restaurant.
TABLE 27.—Milton’s report card for the period of this study
Course — Sem. Units
Sub.lects No. 1st Qtr, 2nd citr. Avg~~
English 4 C D4 C
Algebra 4 C F
World History 2 0 C C—
General Biology 2 C— C— C—
Home Making 6 B- C C~
Physical Training A A A
Absences 6 12 18
Tardinesses 20 11 3].
--. •~.- ~ ..•.~ ~-[-+---.. ~
G~inat1on concer~ g. x~]~,~he sub.jec~.—Char1es is an
average seventeen year—old boy. He is an only child living with his mct.her~
His parents are divorced, the father is living in another city. The mother
is about thirty—six years old and works as a presser in a dry cleaning ~1es~.
The father completed the ninth grade, and the mother completed the elvar~t~
grade.
,I*HII,I~J I I~I ~ ~I flI.u~diwmA, UlIiI~IF,I,I!.
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Gh~r1es and his mother live in a rented one—family home. The house L~
located in an undeveloped area. The street is unpaved and almost~
in bad weather. The house is nicely furnished, the yard is unkept. The
shrubbery and grass need cutting in order to make the place seem more lik~
home.
Charles started to elementary school in Alabama, entering junior high
school there he made a good record • At the beginning of this school year hi~
mother had moved to Atlanta. He entered his present high school where he
been average mentally and scholastically. He is in good physical condition
and is well adjusted socially. He stands out in Industrial Arts, end has a
liking for English and Physical Education. His teachers reported that hir
companionship was especially sought by other children. He mixes well with
his schoolmates and is much interested in school affairs.
Charles is physically active and is fond of playing football, basket1~
and dancing. He is a letter man on the varsity basketball squad. He is
president of the Hi—! club.
He and his mother are members of the Baptist church. Their attendanc’~~
and support is somewhat irregular. He plans to attend college after leavin:.
high school. Just what he would like to do to earn a living is undecid~d~
Interpretation of test data.—-In terms of scores on the interest inven~
tory the subject has high scores in the commercial, and professional fields.
Average scores in esthetic, scientific and agricultural fields. Low scores
in the mechanical field. Charles received his highest score in the commerct~
field. However, his lower scores in esthetic, scientific and agricultural
fields are at least average in comparison with those of other boys,
Activities.—Table 29 lists Charles’s choice subjects, hobbies or in~
terests, school clubs, and disliked subjects in school. The choices tc~ld
to s certain extent something of what~ school is like to the ~ubjeo~.
TABLE 28.~Individual raw scores of Charl~s~s interests in ~.,iven
fields as compared with measured interests of others
Field Raw Scores Percentile Rank
Commercial 64 65 high
Mechanical 58 30 low
Professional 62 65 high
Esthetic 53 45 average
Scientific 59 45 average
Agricultural 58 55 average
TABLE 29.—-’Charles’ choice of activities and preferences as to courses
in school
Activities Preferences Grade Ii
1, Hobbies or interests football, basketball,
dancing
2. Things I can do weil;
special abilities or talents none
3. Favorite subjects English, Physical Ed.
4. Disliked subjects Science
5. School Clubs Hi—Y
6. List school activities you
would like to take part football, basketball,
baseball
7. Activities out of school none
Sumniary.—Charles, a boy of seventeen in the eleventh grade, is an only
child living ‘with his mother. After having attended schools in another city
he entered the junior class in the present school. He is now taking regula~
high school courses. During the period of this study be received B in Engli ~.
D in American History, B in Typing, A in Industrial Arts, B in Home Na)dn
and B4~ in Physical Training.
Charles has no observable disabilities and is in good health, He ha~
much interest in athletics, namely football, basketball anl! baseball
~vh~t waa a member of the h~skethart ned~ ~ re i~ed p
~ Charles has always appeared wall adjuatecL Ha ~&rti~i~.te~ ~
Hi—Y Club, On the ~ainerd Occupational ~eference Inventory ~i~so
~n the commercial and professional fie].t~.s. Indicating his interests in ~c
areas He is undecided about the vocation he should follow,
TABLE 30,—Gharles’ report card for the period of this study
Course Sam. Units
Subjes . dq~_ Avg. Cr
English 8 0+ B B
American Hist 2 C— D 0
Typing 4 B.I- B-. B
Industrial Arts 1 A A A
HomeMaking 6 B.~. B B
Physical Train. B A B-f
Absences
Tardinesses~ ~.~_•~___ —- ~.•_ ~ •.. ....
General information concerning Ev~~ the subj~t.——Everett, er ~.
year—old boy, is the oldest of three children. He lives with hi~ st~~ - -
and mother in an apartment in a public housing development.. The fathe~’
about forty years of age, and the mother is about thirty—eight years
father completed the fourth grade and works as a porter in ~ ioea~ har~,
mother completed the eleventh grade, and works as a domestic servant. T’~~
younger brothers are enrolled in school. The oldest in the eighth grads
the other in the third grade.
Everett does not work or receive any regular aflowance. He is g~~r
money only when needed or requested.
He presents a picture of a happily functioning boy. He has ner~r ~
ill or had the toothache. He has good muscular coordination in th~ ts~r’
gym ~siu~ ~ia~-ses ~. ~J~-:/S ~i~: ~)O~ w~o ~ C
~t ~riticel mo~ients. h~ won a letter in basketball and i~ ~on~ ~
baseball too.
He mixes well ~dth his schoolmates, showing social rnatur~ty.
An examination of his academic record will show he has not exercise ~
mind in the same way that an athlete exercises his muscles0 In cl~s~ h~;
quiet and is very insecure in his reading. He repeats words which makes
reading level drop below what it should be. Everett states that he Iik~
Physical Education and Biology best. The subjects he likes lesst are Matha~
matics, Chemistry, and English. He also states his present grades are nc~~
true measure of his ability. He believes he could do better if he eppai-.-.~
himself,
Everett does not plan to attend any other school after leaving high
school, He would like to earn a living working as a janitor0
T~ABLE 31.—Individual raw scores of Everett’s interests in given
fields as compared with measured interests of others
~.. -.-. ..~. .—.-~.----.~
Field Raw_Scores Percentile Rar~k
~ ~~
Commercial 70 very high
Mechanical 66 55 avera~n
Professional 72 90 very hit.
Esthetic 56 60
Scientific 61 . 50 average
Agricultural 2~4~___~ 85 very high
~terms of scores on the interest iw~-~
tory, Everett has very high scores in the following fields: commercial, ~
fessional, and agricultural. Average scores in the fields of mechanics,
esthetics and science. He received his highest score in the agricultural
field-showing the strength of this choice, The commercial, profession~;.l,
H
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agricuJ,turai scores are unusual In ~ornparison with other ftt~zh school. b~is
Activities.~On the Table below appears the choices of the subjeot s~
hobbies or interests, favorite subjects or disliked subjects, and sobool ~
ties he would like to participate in. Everett has few or no out of s~hoo~
interests.
TABLE 32.—Everett’s choice of activities and preferences as tc. ~ow~s~
in school
Activities Prefereno~ Grade 11
1. Hobbies or interests baseball, football, television
2, Things I can do well;
special abilities or talents none
3. Favorite subjects Physical Education, Biology
4. Disliked subjects Mathematics, Chemistry, }~ng1i~
5. School clubs none
6. List school activities you
would like to take part football, basketball
7. Activities out of school none
TABLE 33.—Everett’s report card for the period of this study
Course Sem. Unit
~j~t~__ No. 1st ptr. 2nd citr. ~
English 8 0.- 0 D
Basic Math. 4 C 3) C~
American list. 2 C C G I
General Biology 2 C C •C I
Physical Training A B B
Absences 7 6 13
Tardinesses 6 3 9
poor success in high school is a source of concern~
He is a junior, eighteen years old who had been transferred from another ~
school in the city. His report card for the period of this study showed or~
B, three C’s and one 3) in five subjects. Little information about him ws~
available in his record folder. He was suspected of being a poor res~r~
On the &‘ainard Occupational Preference Inventory he scored very ~
the commercial, agricultural, and professional fields. On the tersonal de1:~
sheet he chose vocation of janitor. He does not plan further schooling af~t~:
leaving high school.
Everett will be informed of the meaning of the results of the intere~t
ventory which might aid him in getting a job more in harmony with his in~.er~’ ~
and abilities.
Genera). information concerning George, the sub.iect.—George, a nineteen
year—old boy, is the oldest in a family of foua’ children. The mother is ~hü~
forty years of age, and the father is about forty—five years old. Geor~s ~
his family live in an apartment in a city owned housing project.
The father completed the tenth grade, and the mother completed the
twelfth grade. One younger brother is enrolled in high school; a younger
sister is also enrolled in high school, and the other sister is employed.
Both the father and the mother are employed. The father works as a
station porter, and the mother is a domestic servant.
George is a tall boy of medium build. His health is good, in that he
only two of the childhood diseases, He has a pretty set of teeth, all in
good condition. He has a dark complexion, and his hair is good. His fe~t~
are regular with sharp chin.
George was active and happy, and his greatest delight was in athief.i~
He too liked certain kinds of handwork. He took a course in tailoring and
got concrete results from his efforts. He made a shirt for himself,
George entered high school at the age of sixteen with a record o~
retardations in elementary school. During the primary grades his work ua~
fair, but from the fourth grade on he had received poorer and poorer gr~d~.
Las fourth, f~.fth, and sixth grade teachers thought him q ~
b~t believed he could leern if he mad.e an eff~~rt to get his l~sscne.
Outside class he was pleasant and willing to help by doing Uttl~ c~or~.
about the school.
His high school teachers were almost unanimous in labeling him fe~ ~
slow, He has no specific place to study in the home. He does not ster~m~
when talking, init participates very little during oral discussions in th~ ft.
room.
He has a large number of friends, uses these friendships, both msJ:~ ~
female, to help him with his studies.
George is a member of the varsity basketball squad, and a member of 1:
baseball team, and was awarded a letter in each sport.
He is fairly well dressed all of the time. His clothes are clean ~rc
well. His hair is usually cut close.
In the home he has much respect for his parents, and with his ~
brother present a well knit family.
About his school progress, George says he cannot read like he de~i~
1his disturbs him, Irregular attendance and attending four different ~
tary schoois shared in adding to his problem. He has no plans beyond fini~
high school,
Interpretation of test data.——In terms of scores on the interest in”~
George has equal high interests in con~nercial, professional, and esthetic
fields. He has an average score in the agricultural field, and low sco~es
mechanical and scientific fields. George received his highest score in ~1~;
~ommercial field which is high.
Activitles,—On the chart which follows appears the subjects which Ge~
chose. He is active in school and out of school, and he has a wide cho~cc ~;!
~terests both in and out of school.
TABLE 34.~—Individr~l rew ~oore~ of George~s intere~ts in
fields as compared with measured interests of others
Field Raw scores Percentile Rsnk
Commercial 69 80 high
Mechanical 63 35 low
professional 64 70 high
Esthetic 61 65 high
Scientific 57 35 lo~
Agricultural 59 55 average.
TABLE 35.—George ‘a choice of activities and preferences as to cc’~r~w~”
in school
Activities freferences Grade U
1. Hobbies or interests basketball, football, base.~’
. ball
2. Things I can do well;
special abilities or talents sing, dance
3, Favorite subjects Mathematics, English
4. Disliked subjects none
5. School clubs Hi—Y, Modern Dance
6. List school activities you basketball, football,
would like to take part baseball
7. Activities out of school Neighborhood Social Club
TABLE 36. —George s report card for the period of this study
~ ~..-. ~-.-. ~ ~ -.“-..-~ ..~
Course Sem. Unite
~j~cte qtr.Ayg~~j~
English 8 D+ D D
Basic Math. 4 B B B
American Hist, 2 C— C C
Industrial Arts 1 B C C+
Home Making 6 B B B
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Su~~v~—George was a junior who w~s nineteen years ol~ His school
ra~ords showed that he was low in achievements He had a record. of two r~
tardations, which may have been due to the fact that he attended four dift ~
ant elementary schools. His grades for the period of this study are D in
English, B in Basic Mathematics, C in American History, C— in Industri~i A’r~
B in Home Making, and B— in Physical Training,
The Brainard Occupational Preference Inventory showed high intsr~st in
the commercial, professional and esthetic fields. The subject has not ~
on a vocation. A conference suggesting a job from the field of his interes~
is in order.
Georg&s work experience was a job on weekends, cleaning an office.
General information concerning Bruce. the subieot.-—Bruce, the second
child in a family of four children is seventeen years old. He lives with h5
mother and stepfather in an apartment in a municipal owned housing pro~eot~
The father is about thirty—nine years of age, and the mother is about thirt.y~
seven years old. The mother and father completed the seventh grade in schc~:~
AU members of the family are Baptist. The father is employed as a
truck driver, and the mother is a domestic servant.
The older brother, a high school graduate, is now in the U. S~ Navy~ T~
next brother and sister are enrolled in the elementary school.
Bruce has no physical disabilities and has had no serious illness. ~
playing last summer he suffered a broken coilarbone • He is of dark comp.ie;x~
and his hair is unruly. His clothes are always clean and neat.
During the test situation he was cooperative by following instruntion~
directed. He was at ease throughout the test.
Bruce ‘a elementary record was good. He has no specifically prepared
pince to study. Upon entering high school his work dropped to fair, and ha~
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~e~r~ined throughout his high school career, He says he likes t~ attenr~c V
When ouestioned about the fair grades, he says they are not a true ~iiur~.
his ability because of not applying himself. In making oral reports the. suh~
ject is poorly organized. He will not recite until called upon by the tee.~i~ V
He resents criticism from classmates,
Bruce has many friends, and gets along well with his schoolmates, He i
a member of the Hi—! Club at school, takes part in basketball and basebalL
He won letters in both of these sports. He planned to be a candidate fo~ th~
football squad in the fall,
He is undecided about plans after leaving high school.
Interpretation of test data.—In terms of scores on the interest Thverr~m.~
Bruce has very high rank in the following fields: commercial and prof’es~io~
high rank in the esthetic field; average rank in mechanical and scientific
fields; and low rank in the agricultural fields. He made his highest score ~
the commercial field. His professional interest is unusual. The mechanin~l
and scientific interests are average in comparison with those of other high
school boys.
TABLE 37.—-.individual raw scores of ~ interests in given
fields as compared with measured interests of others
Field Raw Scores Percentile Ranlc
Commercial 74 90 very high
Mechanical 67 50 average
Professional 69 80 very high
Esthetic 60 65 high
Scientific 59 45 average
Agricultural 47 25. low
Activities.~—It is very interesting to note the activities of Bruce,
These choices which appear in the following Table tell something of )±
tivities when he i~ out of s~hcnl.
TABLE 3—Bruce3s c~hoi~e of ~cti’ñ~ti~ end eferer~c~e~ e~
in school
1. Hobbies or interests basketball, foothsI1,~ he~e~
ball
2e Things I can do well;
special abilities or talents drawing
3. Favorite subjects Industrial Arts, Art
4. Disliked subjects English, Biology
5. School clubs Hi—!
6, List school activities you football, basketball, hs~’~
would like to take part ball, track
7. Activities out of school Neighborhood Social C~u?
TABLE 39.—Bruce’s report card for the period of this study
Course Sem, Unite
English S C C C
Basic Mathematics 4 B+ C C~
I~merican History 2 C— C C
General Biology 2 C— C C -~
Home Making 6 B B B +
Physical Training A C B
Absences
~~y.—Bruce, the second child in a family of four children, i~
seventeen years old. During the period of this study he had a fair ev~ra~
His grades were C in English, C~ in Basic Mathematics, C in ~anerican i-iie~ ~.
C in General Biology, B in Home Making and B in Physical Training. ~eaci’~,:
rate him as a person of average academic ability. He had no disahiliti~.
Bruce belonged to two clubs——one at school, and one in the neighboi-hc~.~
where he lived. In the Brainard Occupational Interest Inventory his high~
interest was in commercial~ next~ in nrofessionel~ and then in~
These were the only areas of significence.
Bruc&s health was good. His record showed little absences. Helik~
school, his favorite subjects were Industrial Arts, and Art.
To earn a living, Bruce stated he would like to work in a steel mill
This is in line with his mechanical interest.
General information concernin ~.,Wilbur t~esub~~, ——Wilbur is ei~htse.
years old, the oldest boy in a family of five children. Next to him is ~
sister, age seventeen who completed the eleventh grade; then there is a ~
age fifteen who is in the ninth grade. Another brother, age fourteen is ir~
eighth grade; and the youngest brother, age six is in the first grade.
The father is about fifty years of age and works as a laborer in a ws:~
house. The mother is about forty—five years old, and is an elevator oper&~
in a downtown hotel.
Wilbur is of average height and weight with good health, His only i iln.~
was an operation on his kidneys in 1944. His skin is dark and his hair ~
fair. His features are well pronounced.
In the test situation he was very cooperative and showed no sian of
tension or strain,
Wilbur and his parents are members of the Methodist church. Attenc~sn~
is poor clue to having moved away into another section of the city.
He does not have a study period at home in his daily activities. ~
academic record in elementary school was good. Upon reaching high school
there was a change in his attitude towards the school.
His written work is below the average, and his spelling is poor. This
causes him to be unable to do written work, and a reading deficiency mnke~
him all out of sorts. Irregular attendance, due to truancy, hed a. share in
~ilb~IIhijj Ni Nj~L~W !~hj~I
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~ia poor work. Upon reaching the present high school a oonferer~ce was ~
with the counselor and the subject. Special effort was made to encourage. ~ -
subject to succeed in his work by ailowing him to choose his subjects and
teachers.
He has many friends both male and female. These give assistance in ~
ing prepare his assignments. He is a good actor and takes part in schoo)~ ~
Wilbur is always well groomed wearing clean clothes, with a neat hair i~
At home with his parents he has high respect for them. A good relationsh~r
exists between the subject and his siblings.
His mother proved cooperative when told of what the school was trying ~
do. The subject became happier and more interested, and ceased to be a prc~
lam.
Wilbur has no plans beyond completing high school. Even though he ~e~’
he is interested in newspaper work.
~terms of scores on the interest inveb~
tory, Wilbur has equal interest in three fields. He scored very high in
mercial, professional, and esthetic. He scored average in scient~fio end
agricultural. In mechanical he scored low. The subject of highest scor~ ~
in the commercial field. The lower scores in scientific and agricultu~’e1
fields are at least average comparison with those of other high school boyo~
TABLE 40.~Individual raw scores of Wilbur’s interests in given
fields as compared with measured interests of others
~
Field Raw Scores Percentile Rank
Commercial 74 90 very high
Mechanical 64 40 low
Professional 69 ~0 very high
Esthetic 69 90 very high
Scientific 59 45 average
A~ricultural -~
~,ili,iSi~~ ~ ~,r1ai I ~!IMoraJIbI~ ,U~{I ü~]~I
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ties.—The Table shows Wilbur’s choices and f~voriteubcts,
These choices tell all about his in—school activities.
TABLE 41,—Wiibur’s choice of activities and preferences as to cou~~
in school
-.--.-....-~‘ ~ ~ ______
Activities Pteferences — Grade
1. Hobbies or interests basketbail, football, cooking
2. Things I can do well;
special abilities or talents none
3. Favorite subjects English, History, Health
4. Disliked subjects Chemistry, Algebra
5. School clubs Boy Scouts, Literary Club
6. List school activities you basketball, football, baseball,
would like to take part track
7. Activities out of school none
TABLE 424—Wilbur ‘s report card for the period of this study
Course Sem. Units
Subjects No. 1st gtr, 2nd gtr. Avg. - Cr.
English S C B— B—
kuerican Hist. 2 F D I)
French 2 D D D
Art C+ C Cf
Music-Chorus B- B B-
Physical Train. A A A
Absences
Tardinesses
Sumiaar~.—Wi1bur, an eighteen year—old boy, indicated on his entr~m~
questionnaire that he had been promoted regularly after having begun th~ f i’— ~
grade at the age of six. He is a member of the basketball squad. He ~
a letter in this sport. On the Brainard Occupational Preference Inventory ~
scored very high in commercial, esthetic, and professional fields. Wil1~r i’~
interested in becoming a business manager; this is in line with his co~~-~
interest.
biA~6i~a~ Uril Jh~lib,k S~II,~lIJ~,I~W,d
At thI~ time he is doing tisfactory work and ha~ gained g~eet1y
that he can do his work without assistance from ciasssi~tae. ~
B in English, 0 in american History, 0 in French, O~- in Art, B in Music
(Chorus), and A in Physical Training.
His work experience is that of a bus boy in a downtown restanrant,
General information concerni~g~ hes~jj~t,—Joe is a v~o teen
old boy, the second child in a family of six children. There is the nid~~
brother, age eighteen who completed the eleventh grade and is working a~ s.
janitor in a hospital. A younger brother, age sixteen, in the tenti~r-~
sister, age thirteen, in the eighth grade; another brother, age eleven ~n
seventh grade; and the youngest, a sister who is one year old. Joe 5p~i~~5~
family lives in an apartment in a city owned housing ~roject.
The father completed the seventh grade in school. He is about fc~t~—
four years of age, and works as a janitor in a power company warehouse~
mother is about forty years old, and completed the eighth grade and wnrk~ ~
a domestic servant.
Joe is of average height and weight. His health is good. He h~ r~
disabilities, and has had no serious illness. His skin is medium browns ~
his hair is fair. His features are well pronounced.
Joe was cooperative, and showed no sign of strain during the test s5: ~
ation.
The family is Baptist, but due to distance to the home church, the ~
is working with a group hoping to organize a church in the housing project.
The father and the children are regular attenders to the new church.
Joe has no specific place or period set aside for studying, His ~
record in elementary school was good even though he attended the early ye~~’~
in a rural elementary school. Due to the transfer from the rural to the
[nib.
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t,he midd.L~ of the semester, jo~ was held bac~k one grade. Upon rea~un~
high school he has made a good academic record,
In recitations and discussions in class, he takes an active pnrt ~
making a worthwile contribution showing good thinking. Joe a vritter~ ~rk
average. The school subjects liked best are Chemistry, History and ~rpin~
The subject he liked least was Algebra.
Joe has many friends and he gets along well with his schoolmates. he
well dressed with his shoes shined making a well groomed pupil. He hns a
good speaking voice and shows no sign of faulty speech.
He is interested in basketball, baseball, football, and swimming. H~ ~
a member of the varsity basketball squad arid the varsity baseball squ~d. Hi~
won a letter in each sport. After school he participates in neighbor~Dod
&~nes for recreation.
In the home he shows respect for his parents and the other members o
family. Joe plans to attend college after completing his high school work ac
would like to be a laboratory technician as his life’s work.
TABLE 43,.—Individual raw scores of Joe ~s interests in given fields
as compared with measured interests of others
Field Raw Scores Percentile Rank
Commercial 69 80 high
Mechanical 77 76 high
Professional 76 95 very high
Esthetic 65 75 high
Scientific 79 90 very high
Agricultural 1~2O low
~terms of scores on the interest inven~
tory, Joe has very high interests in professional and scientific fields. Ik~
~howed high interest in commercial, mechanical, and esthetic fields. ifl t~c~
t~k~ ~ ~k~4Eb,ilIbIM,II~
agricultural field he was low. The highest sc~ore was in the scientif1~ ~
The scores in the other fields tend to be higher than average.
Activities.—The following Table shows Joe’s in—school activities and
activities in the community.
TABLE 424..—Joe’s choice of activities and preferences as to cours~
in school
1. Hobbies or interests





6. List school activities you
would like to take part










sing in church choir
is a high school junior, seventeen years old, His ~
ment since enrolling in the present high school had been slightly above the
average. His favorite subjects are Chemistry, History, and Typing. Joe’s
grades for the period of the study were B in English, C in Algebra, B— in
Activities
TABLE 45.—Joe’s report card for the period of this study
~~. ~. -~ .~ fl.... ~
Course Sem. Units
~~t! 1st~3tr. ~d c~r. ~
English S B B— B
Algebra 2 C— C C
American Hist, 2 B— B B 4
Chemistry 2 B B— B—
Typing 4 A A A
Physical Train. A A A
Absences 0 0 0
Tardinesses 0 1 1
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American History, B-in Chemistry, A in Typing, and A in Physical Trainir~g.
On the &ainard Occupational Preference Inventory he scored v~rv
in orofessionaJ. and scientific fields, and high in the commercial field,
The subject indicated on his personal data sheet that he wanted to b~ ~
ratory technician; this is in line with his scientific interest.
Joe~s health was good. His social adjustment was good. The sub~ect~’
work experience consisted of newspaper carrying. The subject liked to parti~




froblem and methodology. —The problem of t±~i~ SflLd~ ~&s to u~e the ~
t.udy in ~n effort to understand tLe adju~titents of the mdi vidual mcia~:
the varsity basketball squad in a selected high school.
Much interest has been shown in the study of the adolescent. His nee8~,
interest and problems of behavior have come in for much attention. In order
to prepare our pupils for living in our democratic society, the teacher must
reach each individual. The curriculum is planned with the normal pupil in
mind, with regards to adolescent needs, interests, and activities, This
question arises: Are changes needed in the present curriculum development and
the teaching process in knowing each pupil, the important facts about his
social class, and his fins]. adjusbnent into our democratic society? It is
here lies the scope of limitation to this study. The selection of these
fifteen cases due to selection procedures, school, population, and other
significant factors, in no way is to be regarded as a fair representation of
the types of pupils found in the high school.
The purposes of this study were::
1. To analyze the case studies to determine the desirable or undesirabi~
changes that occurred while participating on the basketball squad.
2. To organize the data on each pupil in such a way that it may be he1r~’
ful in planning a program of study that may be more in keeping with his
interests and needs.
3. •To formulate recommendations that may be useful in working with pu~1.
similar to the one’s used as subjects in this study,
This study was carried out during the second semester of the school year ~
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~956~4957 i~ ~ ~ielected high s~hoo1 located in southeastern ~Jn~~d ~t~t
The case study method of research was used in this study, employing the u~e
of school records for gathering data.
The procedural steps in carrying out this study were:
1. A survey of the literature related to this research was reviewed
and summarized.
2. The Brainard Occupational Preference Inventory was given to all
subj eats.
3.. Data were assembled into tables and figures for analysis and mt
pretation.
4. School records were reviewed to secure information about each suh~j~t~
5, Teachers, coaches, and parents were interviewed for behavior descri~-~
tion, family history and home conditions,
SummarY of related literature.—The related literature having a bears n~
on this study has brought to focus points of views from: (a) case studios,
(b) social need of adolescents, (a) adolescent interests, Cd) desining th~
guidance program, and (e) role of athletics in the secondary school,
The case study presents a thorough survey of the pupil’s history in the:
home and school. The pupil’s present and past relationships to his parer.t~,
his brothers and sisters, his out of school activities as well as his past
and present relationships and activities in school are important. A full ~n~:
clear report of a pupil’s life is always useful for a valid interpretation ~f’
his problem.
Adolescence is a time of social development and of interest in social
matters, They imitate and show much dependence upon their friends. They
must learn to get along with others without conflict. He must begin econom~ ~
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independence through learning to earn his own living. In interest of e~onv~
independence it is important to keep adolescents in school, to help them
select a typo of work for which they are fitted, and to give them wh~tev~
training is needed for an introduction into the ranks of their selected fi~
Adolescents have their o~n motives that cause them to take one line of
action or another. The task of the school is to find what interests each
pupil has and to use them in motivating school work and in developing each
pupil’s abilities and interests. The school must provide for individual
students’ interests.
It is apparent that guidance is in every part of the school, and it is
concerned with assisting the pupils to make choices, adjustments, and intr~r~
pretations, The guidance program must do for the pupils what the rest of t1~
school fails to do. It must build upon and supplement the regular work oV
the school. The function of the guidance department is to coordinate the
guidance activities of the school and to supplement these activities by
specialized work as may be needed. There must be a complete adaptatinr~ ~
the school to the needs of the pupils as well as an adjustment of the pupil
to the life of the school. It means a constant reorganization of the work
of the school to meet the changing social and industrial needs.
The modern high school is a highly socialized place in which is oppor~
tunity for pupils to develop their many interests, The athletic program
contributes materially to an adequate socialization of the pupil. The
proper physical development of the pupils is the basic concern of the ath~
letic program. The educational values of athletics include emphasis upon
social qualities, and traits such as good sportsmanship, patience, cooper~
ation, fair play, self control, leadership, and carry—over values in after
school activities.
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~findings of these fifteen cases are re-~
ported below, Pupils who have unsolved emotional problems reveal their
maladjustments by means of symptoms.
Pat, Roy, Ra~ph, Milton, Charles, Bruce, and Joe are characterized by
inefficient study methods. The principal factor associated with this cor~
dition is the general unfavorable home conditions for study. These subject:’~
are in need of guidance in study to assist in each type of subject they ta>e~
Milton, Bruce, and Joe are characterized by unstable interests, The
lessons of a class or course should be related to the present interest of ~
group. The fact that interest is indispensable to learning applies to the
whole class considered coilectively as weil as individually.
Jack, Tom, Nat, and Ted are characterized by the school work not being
adjusted to their needs. All educational endeavors should be based on the
fundamental needs of pupils. Present recognition of needs for success in
further educational progress, or for success in later life provides a good
point of departure for undertaking new learning experiences.
All the subjects needed educational and vocational guidance. These sub~
jects had problems arising from the inadequacies of mass instruct~on. Theoe
services should point toward improving the pupil by helping him to help
himself.
Conclusions.—Prom these fifteen cases some points became outstanding
the writer and are indicated as follows:
1. For the pupils in this study the opportunity to become members of
the varsity basketball squad at a new school seemed to encourage more regi2~
school attendance than was the case before this opportunity occurred,
2. These fifteen pupils, all of whom at some time earlier had been eon~
sidered problem cases gave no evidences of probl~i behavior after they beg~n
kI,.i,u~Jb Aibh~i ~1~Ilb dIii,hi~~ !~i!~~ id. ,fl ~
to atten~ t he new school where the nroh~hi]ity of their making the v~r~i ~y
basketball squad was much greater than before.
3. All of the pupils improved in scholarship after changing from o.
school in which they had little chance of becoming members of the varsity
basketball team to a new school where their chances were much greater.
Implications.—The findings of this study reveal these implications:
1. Either the change of schools or the increase in the opportunities ~
participate on varsity athletic teams may encourage better school attendane~.
for some of the pupils who are considered to be definite problem cases.
2. Such changes and opportunities mentioned above may improve the sc~~
ship of some of the problem cases.
3. Transferring of pupils to schools in which they may have more oppor~
tunities for participating in varsity athletics may help bring about a
desirable change in some of the definite problem cases.
Recommendations.——Interpretation of the findings and the implications
suggest the following recommendations:
1. The curriculum of sports should be wide and varied offering both
interscholastic and intramural activities,
2. A periodic check on the individual interests of the pupils shouIr~ ~.
made to see if any changes have taken place.
3. The school should give more attention to the educational and voca-~
tional adjustment of all pupils.
4. The various schools should work together closely to determine thc




Paul P. Brainard and Ralph T. Brainard
Form R
INSTRUCTIONS
This is not a test; it is a questionnaire about what you like and dislike. The purpose of this Inventory
is to help you find out what kinds of studies and occupations would be most interesting to you. If you answer
these questions frankly and carefully, the results can be very helpful to you and your counselors in planning
your career.
You will mark your answers by drawing heavy straight lines of different lengths on the separate answer
sheet. The following shows what kinds of lines you will draw to give your answers:
A short line to the SD if you Strongly Dislike the thing described. ~DNLSL
A line to the D if you Dislike it somewhat. SD D NLSL
A line to the N if you are Neutral or indifferent about it, or if you
know too little about it to have any feelings on the matter.
A line to the L if you Like it somewhat.
A long line to the SL if you Strongly Like it.
Here are two examples that have already been marked:
How would you like to —
1. Watch a baseball game?
2. Listen to music?
Here are some suggestions to help you:
•~ SD 0 N I SI
SD D N L SI.
SD 0 N I.
SD D N I SL
MAKE NO MARKS IN THIS BOOKLET.
Copyright 1945. All rights reserved.
The Psychological Corporation
522 Fifth Avenue
New York 36, New York
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The person who marked this likes very much to watch baseball games, and neither likes nor dislikes
listening to music.
Be sure to make a niark for every question. Begin the line right after the number that is the same as
the number of the question you are answering, and draw the line the right length to show how well you
like the thing described. Keep the mark inside the pair of dotted lines; the mark must be clear and black and
fill the entire space. If you change your mind and want a shorter line, erase the extra part completely.
When you reach Part 2 (beginning with question number 101), you will notice that there is one set
of questions for girls and women and a different set for boys and men. Be sure to answer the set of questions
appropriate for you.
1. Work rapidly. There is no time limit, but do not spend much time on any one question.
2. If you sometimes like a thing mentioned and sometimes do not, answer how you feel about it now.
3. If you have never done the thing mentioned, try to think how much you would like to do it.
4. If you either know so little about a thing mentioned that you cannot form an opinion or if you
truly cannot make up your mind about it, make a mark as far ‘as the N (Neutral).
5. If several things appear in a question, judge by the ones you know most about.
Fill in your name and the other information requested on the separate answer sheet.
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PART 1
How would you like to —
1. Keep accurate records in an account book of money received and spent?
2. Add figures on an adding machine or do problems with the help of a comptometer or calculator?
3. Make an inventory or list of goods in a store or warehouse, keeping track of everything that goes
in or out?
4. Handle money, make change, figure bank balance?
5. Keep everything in order on shelves, in files, drawers, boxes, etc?
6. Use a typewriter for transcription or copy work?
7. Use shorthand or the Stenotype to take dictation?
8. Go on errands and get just what is wanted; keep receipts and other papers in order?
9. Answer the telephone, give information asked, or take messages for others?
10. Decide how papers should be filed so that they can be found quickly?
How would you like to —
11. Meet strangers, act as a guide, or explain to them how something works?
12. Learn prices of goods, telephone numbers or facts, so that you will not need to look for infor
mation?
13. Sell things or services to people, explaining why they should buy them?
14. Have everything done exactly on time; meet appointments, answer letters, make reports, or travel
by schedule?
15. Ask people to vote for a friend, or contribute to a good cause?
16. Write business letters, advertising circulars, or newspaper “ads”?
17. Shop around and find the best bargains for your money?
18. Organize a club or socety, plan meetings and find something for everyone to do?
19. Plan how to do work, manage people, or run a business successfully?
20. Learn the proper steps ~n making something or doing work, and explain to others exactly how it is
tobedone?
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How would you like to —
21. Sketch and cut out patterns in paper or wood for furniture or parts of some machine?
22. Make model airplanes, boats, radio sets, furniture, etc?
23. Follow a diagram or blueprint to find out how airplanes, radios, motors, engines, etc. are made,
and how they work?
24. Use a ruler, compass, micrometer, or other measuring device for getting size of parts and tools?
25. Shape metal or wood with lathe, drill, router, bandsaw, snips, chisel, file, and other tools or ma
chines?
26. Take apart a bicycle, clock, engine, or other machine, repair and put it together again?
27. Run a power machine, such as a drill press, printing press, knitting machine, or spot-welder?
28. Oil and adjust machinery to keep it in running order, such as a sewing machine, electric motor, au
tomobile, or factory machine?
29. Drive a truck or automobile, pilot an airplane, or run a motorboat and understand its mechanism?
30. Repair tubes and casings by patching, vulcanizing, or retreading?
How would you like to —
31. Make use of new words so that you can talk intelligently to scientists, doctors, professors, or other
educated people?
32. Study to use medical devices, such as X ray, blood tests, hypodermics, diet, drugs, etc., to be able to
combat disease and keep people in good health?
33. Pick out slivers, bind up wounds, clean out sores, or draw blood for blood tests?
34. Practice first aid: artificial respiration, bandaging, moving injured persons, treatment of shock, etc?
35. Listen to people tell about their operations or sick spells; discuss details of methods of curing dis
eases or maintaining health?
36. Investigate people to get facts about their income, health, occupations, etc., and write up com
plete records, and reports?
37. Look up the facts or the laws that apply to a situation and prove your point by a logical discus
sion?
38. Help others to settle their quarrels and advise how to prevent further trouble?
39. Have the responsibility of making rules, enforcing laws, or organizing work for others to do?
40. Visit homes where people are in need, or in trouble, and help them to get financial, legal, or medi
cal help?
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How would you like to —
41. Solder wires together, mend holes, or use a welding torch on fine work?
42. Put small parts together with tiny screws as in a clock, radio, door lock, or sewing machine?
43. Frame pictures, and cut joints to fit exactly, as in cabinet work?
44. Write or print very evenly; do lettering on posters, signs, etc?
45. Do fine engraving, etching, carving, tooling of leather, or shaping and finishing stone or metal
objects?
46. Lay cement, set stone or bricks, put on plaster or stucco?
47. Use a hammer, saw, plane, brace and bit, chisel, screwdriver, pipe-threader, etc?
48. Do bolting, riveting, or wire tying; weld metal frames; work on construction of office buildings,
steel bridges, towers, or derricks?
49. Keep buildings, plumbing and heating equipment in good repair?
50. Paint, varnish, or stain furniture, woodwork, etc?
How would you like to —
51. Have charge of small children, teach them and study how to help them in the best way?
52. Work with young men or women as an adult leader or teacher, and so increase their knowledge
or skill?
53. Discuss with individuals, or speak to groups, about right living, right thinking, or religious be
liefs?
54. Practice steadily to imDrove your physical fitness and tell other people how to play games, exercise,
and diet to keep fit?
55. Write book reviews or discuss with others the good points of books and articles?
56. Try people out to see how good they are in answering a quiz, playing a game, or taking a test?
57. Watch a person work and make notes on just what he does and how he does it?
58. Make time schedules for yourself or others to improve work?
59. Talk to people who are angry or discouraged, and get them into a better mood?
60. Make surveys, write letters, attend meetings, read journals, etc., to get information about wages,
hours of work, unions, and other employment facts?
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How would you like to —
61. Sketch landscapes or paint pictures to show beauty of form or color?
62. Take photographs of scenes which can be sold to newspapers or magazines?
63. Design and color costumes for different types of people?
64. Make attractive signs or clever posters for advertising?
65. Draw cartoons or humorous sketches of people or animals?
66. Rewrite sentences until they express just what you want to say, dearly and smoothly?
67. Introduce a speaker to an audience or make a talk on an important topic?
68. Write articles for a school paper or local newspaper according to instructions of the editor?
69. Make up imaginary conversations between people as the basis for a play, radio script, or novel?
70. Take a minor part in a play; change your appearance and voice to suit the character?
How would you like to —
71. Make collections, arrange pieces carefully, and label each with its righ: name?
72. Learn the use of a filing system; index, code and tabulate, as in a lib:ary, laboratory, finger-print
file or public office?
73. Write up experiments using facts and figures found in reading and research?
74. Do arithmetic or algebra problems; use a slide rule; figure percentages; make graphs or charts;
work out statistical tables?
75. Keep records each day for several months, of your weight or body :emperature, movements of
stars, weather, or other scientific facts?
76. Make complete detailed working plans for an invention?.
77. Experiment with tubes, batteries, transformers, motors, etc., to know more about electricity?
78. Design a special system of heat, light, or ventilation for a building?
79. Figure the size and strength of beams, flooring, cement blocks, etc. to support certain weight or
stresses?
80. Construct a model, or piece of laboratory apparatus by use of a blueprint or diagram?
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How would you like to —
81. Plan flower beds, walks, pools, and shrubbery for your own or a neighbor’s garden?
82. Create or invent some new design which is original and practical?
83. Compare masterpieces of painting, sculpture, or architecture to know the different schools and
their special features?
84. Arrange a room for harmony of color, furniture, and decorations; hang draperies and place flowers
or lights for artistic effects?
85. Draw plans for houses, gardens, roadways, or. public buildings?
86. Make critical comparisons of radio or television programs, operas, concerts, or other public per
formances?
87. Take part in, or direct an orchestra, band, chorus, glee club, or other musical organization?
88. Write new music; make up tunes or harmonies on the piano?
89. Do rhythmic dances or direct them, as in folk dances, ballet, tap dancing, or other dance routines?
90. Do vocal solo work, or give a public performance on the piano, organ, violin, or other instru
ment?
How would you like to —
91. Use a microscope to see how things are formed, and make drawings of what you see?
92. Break open or dissect flowers, seeds, insects or small animals to see how they are made?
93. Experiment with living plants to learn their habits of growth?
94. Experiment with insects or animals to learn about disease and life processes?
95. Give tests to people, and record results to show how they differ? -
96. Experiment with chemicals, combining different materials to see what will be formed?
97. Plan how you will use substitutes for metal, wood, rubber, paper, etc., in craft work or every
day jobs?
98. Work in a mine, smelter, or foundry and learn how ore is mined and how metals are produced?
99. Work in an oil field or refinery and find out all you can about drilling, pumping, and refining
methods?
100. Examine layers of rock to know how the earth is formed and how minerals, precious stones and
other substances are deposited?
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PART 2
Questions for BOYS and MEN
How would you like to —
101. Make a vegetable garden, cultivate, spray,
weed, and water it?
102. Pick, clean, sort, and pack fruit or vegetables?
103. Plow ground on a large farm, plant and har
vest crops?
104. Grow berries, grapes or other small fruits,
cutting out dead branches, training them on
supports, etc?
105. Work on a farm some distance from a town?
106. Raise chickens, turkeys, ducks, rabbits, or
squabs for market?
Raise fish or frogs in ponds or streams to sell?
Raise fur-bearing animals, or trap them and
sell the fur pelts?
109. Catch and sell fish, using nets or boats, on
lakes or the ocean?
110. Raise pedigreed dogs or cats; keeping records,
preparing proper food, curing diseases, train
ing them and keeping them clean and well
groomed?
How would you like to —
111. Cut down.trees and saw them into cord-wood
or rough lumber?
112. Use pruning shears and saw, to shape trees,
vines and hedges?
113. Dig ditches for irrigation, repair fences, clean
out storage sheds, and do other physical work
to keep a place in good condition?
114. Plant trees, study tree growth, spray and care
for them?
115. Clear away brush and burn it, pull stumps
and keep land clear?
116. Feed, water, and take care of cows, horses, or
pigs; keep stalls or pens clean, and animals
in good condition?
117. Judge cattle, horses, or other animals to select
the best breeding stock?
118. Herd cattle or sheep on range or pasture land
to fatten them for market?
119. Milk cows; strain, separate, and care for milk;
churn butter; make cheese, etc?
120. Measure and mix feed for cows; carry in the
right amount of hay, seedcake, silage, and
ground feed?
Questions for GIRLS and WOMEN
How would you like to —
101. Do housework for pay, such as washing
dishes, making beds, cleaning, mopping, wash
ing, and ironing?
102. Cook or bake for many people, as in a tea
room, cafe, or restaurant?
103. Wait table in a hotel or cafe; serve at a
counter or soda fountain?
104. Plan menus for a dining room; arrange
banquet favors, and seating; see that each
table is properly set?
105. Care for another person’s domestic affairs, pay
the bills, arrange social engagements, plan
the meals, or take entire charge of the run
ning of a house?
106. Do hair cutting, hair dressing; give shampoos,
manicures. and facials?
107. Give massage, heat, light, and electric treat
ments as ordered by a doctor?
108. Make a sick person comfortable, serve meals
in bed, and keep things clean?
109. Take care of passengers on a train or bus,
serve food, look after personal wants, attend
them when sick?
110. Act as attendant at gymnasium or swimming
pool, providing suits, towels, lockers, etc?
How would you like to —
111. Act as a lifeguard at a beach or swimming
pool?
112. Be a camp counselor?
113. Be an usher in a theatre or a guide in a public
building?
114. Be a policewoman?
115. Be in the Red Cross, or some branch of the
military service when there is no war?
116. Make clothing by taking individual measure
ments; lit, alter, sew, and complete garments
so that the customer will be pleased?
117. Make and show hats for customers?
118. Display, model, or show women’s wear for
buyers?
119. Press, spot, and mend clothing for other
people?
120. Take charge of a wardrobe; fit suits or dresses,
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